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For the past two
years, (from left)
Liona Tannesen,
Anna Beard and
Carrie Wasser,
all members oj
the Class of 1998,
have helped keep
the Publications
Office rolling.

with plenty of joy and celebration, this spring's commencement
season brought with it a twinge of melancholy to the Publications
Office similar to what Men's Basketball Coach Warren Friedrichs probably feels when he loses three starters to graduation.
You have seen their work in this magazine and in many other college publications. For the past couple of years, Liona Tannesen, Anna Beard and Carrie
Wasser have all brought their considerable talents in writing, graphic design
and photography to bear on the everyday tasks of this office. Through words.
photographs and art. these three students have delivered Whitworth College to
you in one way or another.
Tannesen, who is from Woodinville, Wash., majored in English and journalism, and graduated summa cum laude. She wrote news releases and Whitworth
Today articles, and provided an extra pair of editing eyes, all with grace and
aplomb. Her presence in our office will be sorely missed. This summer she will
be doing a copy-editing internship with the Statesman Journal daily newspaper
in Salem, Ore.
Beard, who is from Spokane, came to this office as an intern in the summer of
1996 after completing her two-year degree in graphic design at Spokane Falls
Community College. She enrolled at Whitworth, majoring in journalism, writing for The Whitworthian and working as a student graphic designer in our office. This spring, Beard graduated magna cum laude and is busy on the jobinterview circuit.
Wasser, who graduated cum laude with a bachelor's degree in communications after only three years at Whitworth, will pack up her camera bag and return to St. Paul, Minn., this summer, where she will do service work while she
surveys her career path.
These three young women are just the latest Publications Office 'graduates"
who will pull together all that they've learned here and in the classroom to embark on successful and rewarding careers in journalism, publishing, public relations, communications and graphic design. It is a true symbiosis: we couldn't do
the work we do without the help of our student employees, and, in turn, our
student workers receive on-the-job experience that puts their classroom learning to work under deadline pressure for top-quality results.
Amid hectic schedules and the everyday workload, it can be easy to lose sight
of the real reason we do the work we do at Whitworth College. But by working in
our office and other offices across the campus, students such as Anna, Carrie
and Liana provide a wonderful reminder of our purpose for being here: educating minds and hearts. Now. where did I put that "help-wanted" sign?
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COMMENCEMENT

CLASS EVER

one
f were to measure Whitworth College's impact upon the world solely
by the number of graduates it prepares for successful careers and
rewarding lives of service, 1998 would be a high-impact year. During
two ceremonies over the course of one joyous weekend in May, Whitworth
College handed diplomas to 508 degree candidates, the largest number of
graduates in the school's history.
But those are just numbers. Everything about Commencement
Weekend 1998 - the poignancy of
Friday's Senior Commissioning,
the tears of laughter and sadness
at Saturday's Senior Reflections
program
and the Rev. C.W.
Andrews' stirring Baccalaureate
charge for seniors to "Take the
High Road" - bespoke the good
things that are happening through
Whitworth
College. And commencement weekend has a way of
bringing it all together.
For the first time in its history,
the college held separate commencement ceremonies for graduate and undergraduate students to
accommodate the increasing size
of its graduating classes.
On a beautiful Saturday morning, the graduate degree candidates strode across the Cowles Auditorium stage to receive their diplomas
and don their masters' hoods. Cameras flashed, the Whitworth Choir performed, President Bill Robinson delivered the commencement address, and
graduates spoke about how they balanced their commitment to continue
their education with their commitments to
raising families or working full-time jobs. The
ceremony was intimate and bore an unmistakable connection to those it honored. It
marked the beginning of a new tradition.
On Sunday families, friends and invited
guests jammed the Spokane Opera House
downtown for the commencement ceremony
for undergraduate degree candidates. Sacred
music resounded through the Opera House as
more than 3,000 people joined in the singing
of Beethoven's Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee,
just before 400 degree candidates were handed
their diplomas. The ceremony culminated in
a sea of tears and hugs among graduates, professors, families and friends in the Opera
House foyer.
There was much to remember about the
l08th Commencement, but above all else it was a time to celebrate not so
much an end, but a beginning, or a commencement, of the journey that will
take these 508 men and women, all fortified with an education of the mind
and heart, into a world that needs them more than ever.
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Above,following the
commencement
ceremony for
graduate degree
candidates in Cowles
Auditorium, Chad
Hamasaki, M.Ed., of
Kailua, Hawaii, lets
his 6-week-old
daughter, Keala, take
his mortarboard for
a test drive in
Centennial Plaza,
even though she
seems to be asleep at
the wheel. At right,
master's degree
recipient KyungSook Kim savors the
moment.

HONORS LARGEST GRADUATING
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'What really matters?'
Excerpts from the undergraduate commencement
address given to the Class oj 1998
by Forrest Baird, professor afphilosophy,
Whitworth College

he past few years I've been working as the editor of a series of
anthologies in the philosophic classics. As a part of that work, I
wrote a little over a hundred introductions. I tried to make them
interesting, yet all but seven of them turned out pretty
much the same. They all sounded something like this:
"Socrates was born in 470 B.C., he went here and there,
did this and that, taught this and that, and was executed
in 399 B.C." "Hildegard of Bingen was born in 1098 A.D.,
she went here and there, did this and that, wrote this and
that, and died in 1179." Seven out of the 100-plus were
different: six because the person is still alive: "Richard
Rorty was born in 1931, he went here and there, and is
still teaching at the University of Virginia." But
in some future edition of the series, his biography will read just like the others. Now if some
future edition of some anthology were to include your biography, what would it say?
Several years ago the New Yorker included
a poem that ended with the most depressing
line I think I've ever read. The last line of the
poem was "The life that matters is not the one
I've led." The life that matters is not the one
I've led. Is that what your biography will say?
... I told you that with the exception of the
thinkers who are still alive, all the introductions I wrote were the same - except one, The
ending of this biography includes a story which,
if true, would mean that all other biographies - not just the biographies in
the Philosophic Classics series, but all the biographies of everyone on this
stage and everyone in this auditorium will end differently. The introduction to Jesus Christ ends with a story from the Bible that claims that death
has been overcome. If that story is true, then our biographies will not end
in death, but everyone of our biographies will ultimately end with us standing in the final judgment.
... So when you reach the last chapter of your still-unfolding story, what
will you hear? Will you stand in the presence of the Supreme Lord and Judge
of the Universe and hear God thun"Make
sure you hear
der "Depart from me! I never knew
you!"? And will you wander off
the voice you need
mumbling to yourself, "Well, the
to hear the most. It is a
life that matters is not the one I've
voice that promises to
led"?
transform the lives of all
Or will you stand before your
Father who art in heaven, hallowed
who will hear. It is the
be His name, and hear him say
voice of Jesus ...."
"Well done, you good and faithful
- Bill Robinson
servant. Come." Class of 1998, my
Commencement
Ceremony Jor
dear friends, you tell me: What
Graduate Degree Candidates
really matters?

T

Festooned with leis,
candy and computer
hardware, members
of the Class of
'98 (left to right) Carl
Adams. Kanani
Wong and Josef Durr
gather fora
celebratory photo.
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Commencement
speaker Baird asks
graduates: ""What
will your biography
say?"

WHITWORTH

HONORS LOCAL PASTOR WITH HONORARY DEGREE

F

MAKING
THE GRADE
Each year at

commencement,
Whitworth
President Bill
Robinson presents

the President's
Cup to those
students who have
achieved a perfect
4.0 grade point
average over their
four years at

V1!hitworth
College. This
year's recipients
are:

Katherine Jeanne
Cossalman
Bachelor of
Science
(Biochemistry
Track and
Biology)
Chemistry
Eatonville,
Washington

or more than two decades, the Rev. C. W. "Chet' Andrews has served
as a voice of conscience and reconciliation in the Spokane community. At the 108th Commencement,
Whitworth College honored the
pastor of Calvary Baptist Church with an
honorary doctor of divinity degree for his
service to Whitworth and to the community.
Andrews, who has forged new ties between Whitworth College and Spokane's African-American community while working
in recent years as the chaplain's assistant at
the college, has been a tireless crusader for
racial reconciliation in Spokane. He has
hosted political confabs for Jesse Jackson,
as well as Save the Children rallies for the
missing youngsters of Atlanta. He has been
in the forefront of Whitworth's Martin
Luther King, Jr., Fellows program, through
which African-American clergy have taken classes at the college and enriched the lives of their fellow Whitworth students. Andrews was also instrumental in forming the Forward Achievers Through Education program,
which brought together local black clergy and Whitworth faculty.
Perhaps Andrews' contributions to Whitworth College are best summed
up by Sociology Professor Don Liebert. "Rev. Andrews is compassionate
and confrontational. He does not let people suffer alone, and he does not
allow people in authority to escape the consequences of their actions. His
friendship is modeled after the life of his Lord, who cared deeply and yet
could not allow his friends to ignore the needs of marginalized people in
society. He models what Whitworth College wants to be:'

Gregory Blair
Graybill

Bachelor of Arts
Religion and
international
Political Economy
Walla Walla,
Washingon
Kendra Sue
Nickerson
Bachelor of Arts
Psychology

Oregon City,
Oregon
Wend; Brooke
Noll
Bachelor of Arts
Elementary
Education
(Spanish
Emphasis)

Spokane, Washington.

ALL SET FOR THAT FIRST JOB INTERVIEW
A group afpolitical studies majors donned Jeffersonian headgear for a
commencement
ceremony tribute to the Founding Fathers. Pictured from left
to right are Melissa Dunn, Christian Gunter, Hanna Ganser, Hillary
McClure, Bree Davidson, Sarah Bade and Erik Olson.

Flanked by (left to
right) Academic
Affairs Vice
President Tammy
Reid, Sociology
Professor Don
Liebert and Dean of
the Chapel Terry
McGonigal, the Rev.
C. W Andrews, pastor
of Calvary Baptist
Church in Spokane,
dons the hood for his
honorary doctor of
divinity degree.
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Commencement '98:
Looking back lights
the path ahead

his issue of Whitworth Today
has caused me to recognize
something that happens to my
vision every commencement weekend.
As you might expect, I think in terms
of "degrees." After handing out more
than 500 degrees, I shift my vision 180
degrees. All through commencement
weekend I tend to look backward, reflecting on our students' experience
during their Whitworth years, praying
that these years will provide a lifelong
fount from which they will drink joyfully. But by the following Tuesday, I'm
looking forward again, thinking about
how we might better prepare our students in the future.
As I look back over the past four
years, I'm flat-out amazed at the intellectual, spiritual and social growth
that takes place between the time I
shake hands with a freshman at the
President's Reception during orientation, and the moment when I shake
hands with her or him on the graduation stage. I find myselflooking back
often at the ways in which members
of the Whitworth community, especially the faculty, have poured themselves into the lives of our students
who are now moving on. I am reminded of the passage in Hosea 11 in
which God speaks of nurturing the Israelites more than they could have
known. I suspect that has happened
here; and we have certainly been educated by our students, as well.

T
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This year I was struck not only by
what hat happened within our graduates during their time at Whitworth,
but by what happened around them
while they were with us: the old HUB
was replaced by a beautiful new campus center; residence halls without
any access to the information highway
were given total access with individual
computer ports for every resident;
Cowles Auditorium was renovated, as
were athletics facilities and residence
halls; construction is wrapping up on
Phase II of the Campus Center, with
its new dining facilities; enrollment
grew and stabilized at our capacity of
just over 1,500 full-time undergraduates; retention improved every year
the Class of'98 was here; excellent new
faculty were added, led by our new vice
president for academic affairs, Tammy
Reid; the college reached a position of
unprecedented financial strength; and
the world beyond the campus changed
dramatically.
Inspired by my commencement
weekend look to the past, I became
very excited about what I saw in our
future. Incredible days lie ahead for
Whitworth.
First, our mission positions us ideally for the forces of change that are
upon us. Whitworth's hallmark openness to new ideas will equip us to deal
with students who are beginning to
think in different ways. The interactive, whirling world of cyberspace is
forming in our youth cognitive processes in which thought moves simultaneously in all directions, unlike the
linear thinking that has dominated
Western education since the time of
Aristotle. But the spiritual foundation
of our mission will continue to provide
Whitworth students with a solid rock
- the Light of the world ~ to bring
moral and spiritual wisdom to this

_

new age. We'll be ready for these students, and when they leave Whitworth, they'll be ready for this challenging world.
Whitworth's future also includes
the continuation of our march to provide the critical resources we need to
fulfill our mission. The current renovation ofthe]ohnston Science Center,
the imminent establishment of the
Center for Christian Faith and Learning (which we'll tell you about in the
next Whitworth Today), and plans for
a new classroom building will all be
indispensable components of our future success. And they would not be
possible without your faithful support.
Finally, we must and will build our
endowment. If there is a blemish on
Whitworth's strong reputation in
1998, it is the high number of great
students for whom Whitworth, their
declared first choice, is financially inaccessible. Earlier this morning, I read
a note I'd just received from a father
whose son graduated in May. He
thanked us for his son's experience,
and then said, ''I'm out of children, but
I know where my grandchildren are
going to college - Whitworth."
We must pledge ourselves to invest
our efforts and treasures in making
Whitworth available to the grandchildren of all economic backgrounds. As
we become stronger financially, we
will improve our ability to serve a wide
range of students. And our world will
always need Whitworth graduates,
people who stand on the foundation
of honoring God, following Christ and
serving humanity. This is our challenge, and, with God's help, it is our

'~e.:
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OPINIONS
SOUGHT
For the past 18
months Whitworth
College has undertaken an accreditalion self-study that
will culminate
September 28-30
with a campus visit
from the Northwest
Association of
Schools and Colleges.

whuworme

accredited status
must be renewed
every 10 years by
this accrediting
agency, and the last
renewal took place
in 1988.
As part of the
renewal process, the
accrediting agency
invites comments on
vvhitworth's
continued qualifications for accreditation. In brief, the
agency wants to
know how well
Whitworth is
fulfilling its mission
and meeting its
educational goals.
Any comments must
be in writing, signed
and submitted by
August27, 1998, to:
The Northwest
Association of
Schools and Colleges,
11130 NE 33rd Place,
Suite 120, Bellevue,
WA 98004.
Any questions?
Call the Whitworth
College Academic
Affairs office at
(509)777-3702.
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NEW ACADEMIC LEADERSHIP TEAM IN PLACE
This spring, following a year-long nationwide search, Whitworth College named Tammy Reid as its new vice president for academic affairs and
dean of the faculty. Reid, who most recently served as the interim chief
academic officer at the college, succeeds the late Ken
Shipps, who left his position as provost and dean of the
faculty in the summer of 1996.
"Tammy will provide Whitworth College with superb
leadership in this position," said Whitworth President Bill
Robinson. "Her vision and commitment to the college's
mission will guarantee Whitworth students, present and
future, a great liberal arts education of the mind and heart."
Reid
A 1960 Whitworth graduate, Reid brings 27 years of
teaching and leadership experience at Whitworth to the position. She is
also the first alum ever to serve as the college's top academic administrator.
She holds a Ph.D. in education from Washington State University as well as
an M.A. from Eastern Washington University. As vice president for academic affairs and dean of the faculty, Reid will provide leadership for the entire academic program at the college. She
will have administrative responsibility for curriculum planning and review, strategic planning, budget and resources
management, as well as faculty hiring, evaluation and development.
In addition to Reid's appointment. the college also announced this spring the three-year appointment of Gordon
Jackson
Jackson as associate dean for academic affairs. A professor
of communication studies, Jackson has taught at Whitworth since 1983. In
addition to his teaching duties, he has also recently served as faculty president and chair of the college's accreditation committee.
WHITWORTH NAMES NEW CHOIR DIRECTOR
Following a nationwide search, Bryan Priddy has been named director
of choral activities and assistant professor at Whitworth College. The college chose Priddy to succeed Randi von Ellefson, who left Whitworth in
1996 to conduct the Rockefeller Chapel Choir at the University of Chicago.
"I am looking forward to building on
..
the fine tradition Whitworth has established in its choirs and ensembles," said
Priddy, a candidate for a D.M.A. in choral music and literature at Arizona State
University. "We are ready for the next
step, and, with the quality of students
that Whitworth attracts, almost anything is within the realm of musical possibility."
"Bryan Priddy will bring to Whit- Priddy: ready to build on aftne
worth and the choral program an ex- tradition.
tremely vibrant and creative vision, a wonderful inspiration for the students, and a choral technique and sound of the very highest level," Music
Department Chair Dan Keberle said.
Priddy's background in choral music includes a bachelor of music degree from Georgia State University, a master's degree in church music from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, and a master's in choral conducting from the Eastman School of Music of the University of Rochester in
New York. He also serves as musical director of traditional worship services at Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church.

Iacult v notes
Assistant
Professor of
History/Political
& International
Studies Julia
Stranks is writing
a book with her
mother, Gloria, an
education
professor at Calvin
College. The book
will explore the
legal rights and
responsibilities of
Christian teachers
in public schools.
Associate
Professor of
English Doug
Sugano has been
asked to deliver a
paper this
summer at the
International
Medieval Institute
at the University
of Leeds, England.
Assoc. Professor of
Chemistry Don
Calbreath,
Professor of
Religion Jim
Edwards,
Assistant
Professor of
English Pamela
CorpronParker,
and Assistant
Professor of
Psychology Karol
Maybury have
received funding
from the PewGordon research
grant for summer
projects. Assistant
Professor of
English Laurie
Lamon has had
several of her
poems selected for
publication by The
New Republic,
Southern
Humanities
Review,
Parnassus, The
Seattle Review,
Yarrow and
Atlantic Monthly.

whitwortr
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kudos
At the close of the
spring semester,
the campus
community
gathered to honor
those who have
distinguished
themselves by
their service to the
college this year.
The evening's
faculty awards
went to Associate
Professor of
Religion Jerry
Stttser (jar
teaching excellence); Professor of
Communication
Studies Gordon
Jackson (for
outstanding
service); and
Assistant
Professor of Math/
Computer Science
Kent Jones (for
junior faculty
achievement).
Outstanding
service awards
were given to
HVAC Specialist
Ray Kuhn
(physical plant);
Athletics Department Secretary
Claudia
Gallagher
(support staff);
Director of
Publications and
News Services
Tim Wolf
(administration);
and Custodial
Supervisor Larry
Jones (professional/technical),
President Bill
Robinson also
presented two
special awards, to
Marriott Catering
Supervisor
Charlie Johnson
and Circulation &
Interlibrary Loan
Specialist Gail
Fielding,for their
continuing
contributions to
campus life at
Whitworth.
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JIM LITTLE AWARDED GEORGE WHITWORTH MEDAL;
ENDOWED FACULTY DEVELOPMENT FUND ESTABLISHED
In recognition of his many years of service and dedication to the college.
Whitworth College this spring honored former trustee Jim Little of Orinda,
Calif., with the George Frederick Whitworth Medal,
the college's highest award for service.
Also, in appreciation for Little's longtime service
to Whitworth College, several of his closest friends
have established the Little Endowed Faculty Development Fund. The $100,~OO gift will establish the
first-ever endowed fund at Whitworth College dedicated solely to the support of faculty development.
The fund will provide faculty with financial support
for travel, research stipends, equipment acquisition
and release time for scholarly pursuits and professional development activities.
The medal was presented to Little in late March
at a gathering of family, friends and college representatives in Lafayette, Calif. Among the 55 people in attendance at the
event were Chairman of the Whitworth Board of Trustees Chuck Boppell,
Whitworth College President Bill Robinson, and Trustee Dick Cole, of
Millbrae, Calif.
"Whitworth College is honored to be able to recognize Jim Little as a
person of tremendous achievement in Christian ministry and a person of
extraordinary relationships and influence who continues to give hope to a
multitude of others;' Boppell told those gathered at the award ceremony.
The Whitworth Medal is presented every two years. It is given to a person who provides extraordinary service to Whitworth over an extended period of time and who renders widely recognized service to society.

A MUSICAL MONTAGE
Just days after the
announcement
that Bryan
Priddy had been named the
director of choral activities at
Whitworth, the Whitworth
Choir, along with members of
the Spokane Symphony,
presented ''Montage Musicale"
to a sold-out audience at St.
John's Cathedral in Spokane.
This ambitious spring
performance featured works
by some of the 20th century's
greatest composers, including
Ralph Vaughan Williams,
Aaron Copland and Leonard
Bernstein. The concert was
recorded and will be released
on CD later this summer. Also,
look for new CDs this summer
from the wind and jazz
ensembles.

'it person of
extraordinary
relationships and
influence," is how
Whitworth Trustee
Chairman Chuck
Boppell described
Jim Little, shown
here with his wife,
Margaret, at the
George Whitworth
Medal award
presentation
in
Lafayette, Calif., in
March.

p

Sterner

TEACHING
THE TEACHERS
This spring
Whitworth
College received
word from the
Washington State
Board afEduca-

tion that Dennis
Sterner, dean of
the School of
Education at
VVhitworth, was
selected to receive
the 1998 Washington Awardfor
Excellence in
Teacher Preparation. Sterner was
honored in
Olympia, where
he received a
grant to support
further excellence
in teacher
preparation.

PREJUDICE STUDY TOUR GARNERS WHITE HOUSE ATIENTION
This winter, 21 Whitworth students and their professor spent January
riding the rails across the country in a challenging study of prejudice in
America. The study tour received national media attention, but it also caught
the eye of some folks at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
This spring, President Clinton's Initiative on Race recognized Whitworth College's "Prejudice Across America"
study tour as one of "100 Promising Practices" nationwide designed to promote racial reconciliation, increase
positive dialogues and expand opportunities
for every
American.
This innovative course is offered during January Term
Waller
every two years by Jim Waller, associate professor of psychology at Whitworth. On the 1998 tour, the students assembled in Los
Angeles to begin a three-week, cross-country odyssey designed to provide
them with firsthand knowledge and experiences of prejudice in American
culture, Waller said.
Look for a review of jim Wallers new book, Face to Face: The Changing
of Racism Across America, on Page 21.

State

"Often when we study prejudice and racism in America, we tend to focus on their overt manifestations, such as the Ku Klux Klan and other hate
groups;' Waller said. ''A more insidious form of prejudice is the judgments
we all make about people based on their race, gender, religion and other
characteristics. That's what we explored in this class."
TOP SCHOLARS, SPEAKERS HEADLINE SUMMER INSTITUTE
The Whitworth College Institute of Ministry this month will feature a lineup
of speakers that includes Marguerite Shuster, professor of preaching at Fuller Seminary; Steve Hayner, president of InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship; and Ben Campbell Johnson, professor ofspirituality at Columbia Theological Seminary.
Now in its 23rd year, the Whitworth Institute of Ministry offers a
five-day on-campus program designed to provide church professionals and
their families with renewal and enrichment. The institute takes place on
the Whitworth campus July 20-25. It also features a complete children's
program.
For more information, or to register for the Whitworth Institute of Ministry, call the Whitworth College Chapel at (509) 777-3275.

t

PLAY ON WORDS
"For me the poem is a playfuL thing - roughhewn, not suave." So says poet Primus St. john,
whitwortns 1998 Ada Redmond Reader, who
visited the campus during spring semester and
read from his works at a student/faculty
gathering in the Campus Center. St. john,
professor of English at Portland State University
in Oregon, is the author of severaL books,
including Skins on the Earth, Dreamer, and Love
is Not a Consolation; It is a Light. He has been
nominatedfor
an American Book Award and
was the 1990 recipient of the Oregon Book Award
for poetry. The Ada Redmond Readings were
established in 1988 by Professor Emeritus
Howard Redmond in memory of his mother.

student notes
Joel Hobson,
Chris Hilty, Ryan
Donahoe and
Bryan Cooper
received prizes
for stage carpentry, theatrical
lighting, props
and costuming at
the ACT Festival
in the Tri-Citiee.
The Whitworth
jazz EnsembLe
won first pLace in
the college/
university
division of the
Lionel Hampton
jazz Festivalfor
the third time in
the past five
years. junior
saxophonist
Marcus Denny
won first pLace in
the tenor sax
jazz-improvisation competition.
Juniors Kelly
Starkweather
and Steve
Klopsch were
presenters at the
Murdock
Undergraduate
Research
Conference;
Starkweather's
research involved
vibrations of
hexane molecules
and Klopsch
covered current
and prospective
anti-cancer
drugs.
Whitney Baird.
Cindy Turner,
Jessica
Wentworth and
Rebecca
Burbank recentLy
presented papers
and read from
their short stories
and poems at the
National
Undergraduate
Literary Conference in Utah.
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for the rcco rd
MEN'S BASKETBALL
14-4 NCICj21-8

overall

Cant. standing: 1st
Awards: Jeff Mix, NCIC

1st team; Ben
Heimerman, NCIC 2nd
team; Head Coach
Warren Friedrichs, NCIC

Co-Coach of the Year
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
9-9 NCICjl0-14
Conf. standing:

overall
6th

Awards: Andrea Sherer,
NCIC 2nd team

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING
NCIC: 5th/NAIA:

5th

All-America:
A. Eckenroad,
C. Kowalski,

E. Kay,

M. Galbraith
MEN'S SWIMMING
NCIC: 4th/NAIA:

4th

All-America: J. Palmer,
B. Swinehart, B. Rice,
M. Peloso, J. Pappe, D.
Welch

WOMEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD
NCIC: 7th

Nationals: B. Slemp,
M. Thygesen,

A. Scott,

J. lewis, D. Swift,
K. Schlotfeldt
All-America:
Miranda
Thygesen (3rd, 800m);

Betsy Slemp (5th,
hammer throw; 1st in
NCICj

MEN'S
TRACK AND FIELD
NCIC: 5th
Nationals:

C. Doughty

and J. Whelham
Academic All-America:
Jeremy Whelham

WOMEN'S TENNIS
NCIC: 5th

MEN'S TENNIS
NCIC: 6th

MEN'S BASEBALL

MAYDAY! MEN'S BASKETBALL NEARLY SHOOTS DOWN PILOTS
Victory - and a trip to the NAIA Division II national semi-finals - was
just two minutes away.
The Bucs returned to Nampa this year for their shot at the NAIA Division
II national championship, and for a while it looked as if they might be able to
equal or better their runner-up performance at the 1996 national tournament.
After losing a tough playoff game (and their 43-game home win streak) to
PLU, the Pirates headed for their last NAIA tournament ranked fifth in the
nation. In their first-round game, against Berea of Kentucky, the Bucs got out
to a 2I-point lead early in the game, then had to battle down
the stretch to win by four points. Then, after a last-second
squeaker over Cardinal Stritch of Wisconsin, the Pirates
found themselves in the quarterfinals against Indiana's
No. Ivranked Bethel College Pilots, the Chicago Bulls of
NAIA Division II.
The Pirates came out in the first half as if it were they,
and not Bethel, who'd been setting the NAIA on fire for the
past several years. Great ball movement, excellent defense,
and deadeye shooting (61 percent from the field) gave the
Bucs a IS-point lead in the first half. With seniors Jeff Mix
and Ben Heimerman making their shots down low and
dogging Bethel's big men, Whitworth continued to control
the tempo in the second half, quelling Bethel's usually potent offensive attack. With 2:05 to play, the Bucs led 85-77.
And that's when the wheels came off for Whitworth.
Turnovers, missed free throws, and a wet spot on the arena
floor all contributed to the Bucs' demise. With 31 seconds
left to play, the game was tied and the Pilots had the ball
and all the momentum. They worked the last shot for their
amazing point guard, tournament MVP Rico Swanson, who
buried a three-pointer - and the Pirates' hopes to advance
- with just 2.2 seconds left in the game.
The Bucs felt the sting of the loss, knowing that with the move to NCAA
Division III coming up, it was their last chance to win it all in the NAIA. "It
was killer;' said freshman guard Kelson Ramey. "If we'd won that game, we'd
have won the championship."
Whitworth Head Coach Warren Friedrichs was less discouraged. ''I'd rather
lose to the national champion than to anyone else in the tournament," he
said. "Mix played his best game ever, and I thought this was our best overall
game of the season. The guys worked hard and played great, and things just
didn't go our way in the end:'
Bethel went on to two more last-second victories, becoming NAIA Division II national champions for the third time since 1995.

Sean Weston (at 5'8'')
mixes it up with the
big boys at nationals.

9·14 NCIC
13-24 overall

Conf. standing: 8th
Awards: Honorable
Mention, NCIC: Tim
Bishop, Chad Ripke,
Jason Francek, Jason
Tracy

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
5·11 NCIC
10-29 overall
Conf. standing: 7th
Awards: Honorable
Mention, NCIC:
Heather Hedum
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WOMEN'S HOOPS JUST MISSES PLAYOFFS
Finishing out the season 9-9 in conference, the Whitworth women's basketball team spent
much of the campaign with several valuable players in street clothes at the end of the bench.
Sophomore Myra Slwooko, a frequent starter in the '96-97 season, was lost to a blown
knee early on, and sophomore
Emily Stuenkel sustained stress fractures in both legs.
Whitworth's chances in the NCIC were injured by these and other players' health problems. A
bright spot in the season was the strong play of freshman Jamie Wakefield, whom her teammates dubbed "[amiqua," after Tennessee phenom Chamique Holdsclaw. "She wanted to help
the team, due to the injuries sustained this year, and she did, with her ability to play different
positions," said Head Coach Helen Higgs.

•

Kate Werner steps up
to the plate.

GAME,
SET, MATCH
With Head Coach Jo
Wagstaff's senior
stalwarts Dawn
Eliassen and Tara
Bonelli on their way
out and loelle
Staudinger and
Kasey Shibao ready
to step into leadership roles, the
womens team
finished up the
season in the middle
of the conference
pack. Eliassen won
the consolation
championship at the
NCIC tournament,
while Shibao made it
to the semifinals in
flight B.
The men also found
themselves near the
center of the NCIC,
with Josef Durr,
Mark Bradford and
Mark Rice winning
their first-round
matches in flight A
at the conference
tournament,
Durr,
one of Head Coach
Sean Bushey's best
players, graduated
this spring; Bradford
and Rice hope to
move into the top
spots on next years
team.

SOFTBALL WRAPS UP ROOKIE SEASON
Whitworth's varsity softball team is out of the gate and into the thick of
NCIC action.
The team, under Head Coach Gary Blake, had the kind of up-anddown season that any first-year squad might expect, losing
six in a row at one point against stronger, more established
programs. The Pirates played their home games at Franklin
Park, since Whitworth has no varsity-level facility for softball. Plans are under way to remedy that situation, so that
the softball Bues can join their cohorts in other sports on
the Whitworth campus.
Bright spots in the season included the play of junior shortstop/outfielder
(and team co-captain) Penny Pearson and the
j contributions of junior Heather Hedum, who won NCIC hone arable mention for her efforts.
Z Pearson and her teammates are over their first-year jitters
~ now, and are ready to assert themselves in conference action.
"We are all individually strong players, and this has caused some difficulty
with our first-year team;' she said. "We had to come together. Now we're
beginning to do that, and things look promising."
TRACK AND FIELD MAKES STRIDES
The track-and-field team, under second-year head coach Toby Schwarz,
sent eight athletes to nationals this spring, and brought home some impressive hardware, including three All-America honors.
Whitworthians
who travelled to Tulsa for the NAJA national meet included seniors Betsy Slemp (hammer throw) and Miranda Thygesen (800m
run), juniors Jeremy Whelham (javelin) and Chet Doughty (long jump/
triple jump), sophomore Danielle Swift (javelin), and freshmen Annie Scott
(3,000m), Katie Schlotfeldt (5,000m) and Julia Lucas (1,500m).
Slemp, who entered the meet ranked sixth in the nation, finished fifth in
her event at nationals, with a throw of 145' 9". Thygesen earned a thirdplace finish in the 800, knocking 1.5 seconds off the previous Whitworth
record. She was ranked 10th in the nation coming into the meet.
Whelham finished eighth in the javelin; Doughty, ranked fifth nationally, came in ninth in the long jump (after winning the event at regionals}.
Slemp and Thygesen both brought home All-America honors, and
Whelham was the Whitworth team's sole Academic All-America choice.

sue

SWIMMERS LOOK GOOD AT NATIONALS
Whitworth's swimmers made their traditional splash at the Pirates' last
NAIA national meet in Federal Way, Wash. As the Bucs prepared to bid
adieu to the NAIA (and to take their NCIC rivals along with them), the men
finished fourth in the nation; the women placed fifth.
Sophomore Brian Rice, heir to the talent and competitive spirit of his
brothers, twins Jerry and Jeff (Class of 1997), finished second in the 400meter individual medley, while sophomore Ben Swinehart pulled down the
second spot in the 500 and 1,650 freestyle races. Junior Jeremiah Pappe
placed third in the 200 freestyle.
On the women's side, junior Allison Eckenroad smashed a Whitworth
record and took home a fifth in the 200 backstroke, sophomore Mindy
Galbraith placed third in the 1,650 and 500 freestyles, and freshman Erin
Kay finished in 5th position in the 200 1M - and all will be returning to the
Whitworth team next year.

BASEBALL
FEELS THE
POWER
Fielding one of its
strongest
offensive teams in
history,
Whitworth
Baseball hoped to
move up in the
NCIC this season
under new head
coach Keith
Ward. Though
that didn't
happen, the signs
point to a bright
future for the
Bucs.
Dubbed the 'Arm
and Hammer
Boys" by their
admiring fans,
the Bucs hope
their power surge
will continue into
Coach Wards
second season,
and that their
pitching can
equal the
excellence of their
offensive attack.
The Pirates will
miss their
graduating senior
leaders, including
first-baseman
(and home-run
king) Tim Bishop,
second-baseman
Chad Ripke,
outfielder Jason
Francek, and
pitcher Jason
Tracy, who each
received honorable mention in
the NCIC.
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THAT WHITWORTH
COLLEGE will
soon become a full-fledged member of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association, and
some people are astonished. The NCAA? Isn't that the
world of full-ride scholarships and lucrative TV contracts?
Of first-round draft choices and point-shaving scandals?
Of big-bucks athletics programs that tout winning at all
costs? Don't you have to be a mega-university - a
Kentucky or a Kansas or a UCLA - to be a part of the
NCAA?
Well, no. That's NCAA Division I, the division that
includes the schools, the teams, and the players'that
pervade America's consciousness. That's the collegiate

world that produces the likes of Michael Jordan and Joe
Montana; it's the association that supports what many
consider to be basketball's real Final Four and football's
real national championship, and it's the division that gets
hyped and analyzed and investigated and noticed again
and again. And that's not where Whitworth is headed.
Whitworth joins the NCAA's Division III, an association of small and not-so-small private and not-so-private
colleges and universities throughout the country. DIll is
the world of need-based scholarships, of track stars who
are a tad slower than their counterparts at Arkansas and
LSU, and of talented 5' 10" point guards who can't quite
make it in Division I or II, but who can electrify a crowd,
lead a team to victory, and get a degree at the same time.
The move to the NCAA comes at a pivotal time in the
development of Whitworth's athletics program.
With 16 varsity sports in place, Whitworth
fields more teams than WSU. With varsity
softball added to the schedule this year, the
college continues its drive toward Title IX I
compliance. With the planned expenditure
t
of $3 million over the next several years on
upgrading and creating new game and practice venues for soccer and softball, moving
the tennis courts, opening up the area in

front of Graves Gym for parking, and
finishing Phase II of the Pine
Bowl renovation, Whitworth
is moving ahead with the
long-awaited expansion and
improvement of its athletics
facilities.
And with a new athletics director - Scott
Mcquilkin, a Whitworth alum who

MAKlmo
By

TERRY RAYBURN

MITCHEll

has been instrumental in crafting the college's current
athletics philosophy - in place, Whitworth's athletics
program is poised to fulfill its stated mission: to provide a
high-quality scholastic and athletic experience for its
scholar-athletes;
to ensure that athletics complements,
rather than competes with, academics; and to post
winning seasons on a regular basis.

For these reasons and others, Whitworth and NCAA
Division III are a good fit. According to its mission
statement, DlII is more interested in student-athletes
than
it is in athletics boosters; it focuses upon the educational
and academic experiences of the athletes within its
purview, and if a DIII team's fans have a good time too,
that's just so much gravy.

TT

he Bucs' No.1 fan, Whitworth President Bill
Robinson, supports DIII's priorities. "Our conference moving to the NCAA is driven more by
academic factors than purely by athletics," he says.
"The academic quality of the schools within NCAA
Division III, as well as DIII's financial aid policies and
academic priorities, led the schools in the NCiC [now the
North West Conference, or NWCI to make the move."
And, as Athletics Director Mcquilkin, Whitworth Class
of '84, says, "DIII folks tend to think of themselves as the
conscience of the NCAA - that is, as member schools
who have their priorities straight: capable students;
an emphasis on participation

and competition

without the added complications
of commercial attachments; and coaches who
teach in the classroom as well as coach
on the fields and courts."
Mcquilkin, who is unapologetic
about Whitworth's desire to win in
athletics, also supports the athletics/
academics priority espoused by
Whitworth and DIll. "I hope for
what Woodrow Wilson
hoped for when he was
president of
Princeton,

IJ

says

Mcquilkin,
whose
knowledge

p

of sports history goes far beyond Whitworth and the
Pacific Northwest: "an institution where 'the sideshow
(athletics) does not swallow the circus (the academy).'"
Any college or university can join Division III, as long
as the school gives no financial aid for athletics and can
pass a three-year screening process during which it holds
provisional membership in the NCAA. Though DIll
restrictions on financial aid to athletes are a problem for
many of the smaller DIll schools, NCAA members

•• •The thorniest question attending
Whitworth's move to the NCAA
concerns Division Ill's stringent
guidelines for financial aid.
receive some financial breaks that the NAIA and other
associations can't provide. These perks trickle down to
Division III schools from the powerhouse Division I
institutions, where much of the NCAA's money is generated.
Mcquilkin enumerates some of the advantages for
Whitworth: "We currently pay $3,500 in annual NAIA
membership dues, $4,750 in catastrophic insurance
premiums, and approximately $30,000 to send our
student-athletes to national competitions. Becausethe
NCAA covers catastrophic insurance and national
competition costs, and because NCAA dues are only
$900 per year, Whitworth figures to save $35,000 per
year in these fixed costs."
Whitworth also saves approximately $55,000 per year
in "bump money" previously awarded to athletes. "These
awards were all need-based and not tied to athletics
participation," says Mcquilkin, "[but] once Whitworth
moved into Division III provisional membership status
on Sept. 1, 1995, these awards were wiped out for all
existing and incoming Whitworth athletes" - though
students in theatre, music, journalism and other disciplines remain eligible for such

group of students must be ignored when it comes time to
award financial aid, while the gifts of other students are
recognized with grants and tuition discounts. And questions like these are at the center of the concern that some
folks have with Whitworth's decision to join up with
Division III.
For despite DIll's dedication to its student-athletes and
its provision of financial assistance for member programs,
the thorniest question attending Whitworth's move to the
NCAA concerns Division Ill's stringent guidelines for
financial aid .
In light of the fact that Whitworth can make no financial awards based on athletic ability, as well as the fact
that Whitworth's relatively high tuition and limited
endowment make it impossible for the college to meet
student-athletes' financial need, can Whitworth College
compete in the NCAA? Will recruiting become even more
difficult than it is now? Will Whitworth's premier sports
programs - men's basketball and women's and men's
swimming - enjoy the post-season successthey've
experienced in the past?
NCAA policy states that "An institution in Division III
shall not award financial aid to any student-athlete except
upon a showing of financial need by the recipient." No athletics scholarships. No bump money to make the financial
burden bearable for athletes and their families. No special
consideration for that coveted running back with the great
moves, the 3.6 CPA and the $4,000 tuition deficit. In light
of these very strict rules, are Whitworth coaches concerned
about how and where they'll find players who can help
them compete in the NWC and beyond?
Women's Head Basketball Coach Helen Higgs offers a
fairly optimistic answer to that question. Higgs
thinks that the move "will eventually be a positive
one for our school. I think right now, with the cost
of college and our lack of financial aid, it
is difficult to get student-athletes to
commit to our school and our athletics
program because they can't afford It."

awards.
This raises
questions
about why the
talents of one
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Higgs, who jokes that her new recruiting tactic is to yell
at possible recruits while they're playing, "What's your
CPA? What do your parents do?" approaches recruiting a
bit differently now than she used to. "I tend to listen more
to what students are telling me about their concerns for
affording Whitworth," she says. "I try to find people who
value

OUf

type of education

and our mission statement."

I hope for what Woodrow Wilson
hoped for when he was president of
Princeton: an institution where
'the sideshow (athletics) does not
swallow the circus (the academy).'

- Athletics Director Scott McQuilkin
Higgs believes that student-athletes are interested in
what Whitworth has to offer - if their financial needs are
met. "My biggest frustration is the number of recruits I
In 1999, the NWC men's basketball champion's season
lose to junior colleges because they can't afford
may end without even a trip to the playoffs. For its first
Whitworth, which is their first choice," she said,
year in Division III, the NWC will receive no automatic
Men's and Women's Head Swimming Coach Tom
bid. "And we probably won't be ranked," says Friedrichs.
Dodd also seesfinancial aid as the key to Whitworth's
"Most NCAA teams are in the Midwest and the East,so no
future success in athletics. Public schools (and private
one in the NCAA really knows about Whitworth." Sports
schools with large endowments) are
Information Director Steve Flegel adds, "The Northwest
able to go much further in terms of
has been a powerhouse region in the NAIA for decades in
meeting their students' financial need,
virtually every sport, and our conference
MAKING THE MOVE
Dodd says. "Eleven years ago we
was a big part of that. It will take time for us
TO 0111
used to be competitive with Central
to earn that kind of respect in the NCAA."
Washington University with our
Dodd is more sanguine. In swimming,
NWC Member Institutions
awards. Now we can't even come close
post-season bids are based purely on
George Fox University
to the public colleges and universities.
swimmers' times. "I think we have a
And I see the same gap has developed
Lewis & Clark College
competitive program at the DIll level," he
between us and a number of other private
says, "though there is more depth at the
Linfield College
schools."
NCAA national meet. Our top eight at NAIA
Pacific
nationals would be spread out over 16
University
ead Men's Basketball Coach
places at DIll nationals. I really feel it is a
Pacific Lutheran
Warren Friedrichs, who believes
place in which we can compete and grow."
University
that any school's recruiting rests
Women's Head Tennis Coach )0 Wagstaff
University
substantially on two things - its acaalso looks forward to the post-season
of Puget Sound
demic reputation and its ability to packopportunities that the NCAA will provide.
age financial aid - concurs. "It's tough,"
"For tennis, it will be better," she says.
Seattle University
he says. "We already have a hard time
"Currently there are no divisions of play for
Whitman College
recruiting, because we tend to expect a
tennis within the NAIA, and with its everWhitworth College
lot more of kids in terms of them getting
shrinking numbers, there probably never
loans and doing work-study, while even
will be." With Whitworth's tennis teams
Willamette University
in the NWC, other schools are giving
currently competing at nationals against
more grants and other money that doesn't
schools like BYU-Hawaii, which drubbed a
have to be paid back."
couple of Division I schools this year, the NCAA's postFriedrichs, whose teams have been perennial contendseason divisional system, in which players compete
against others of their caliber, is a plus for Wagstaff and
ers in one of the NAIA's strongest conferences, also
worries about the lack of immediate non-monetary posther team.
season incentives for his players. "In the NAIA," says
Others see marked advantages as well. "I'm looking
Friedrichs, "you've got this great post-season tournament
forward to competing at the national level with schools
at Nampa [Idaho]. Thirty-two teams show up, and there's
that are like-minded and that are playing within the same
a big banquet for all the teams the night before the games
framework as Whitworth," says Higgs. Flegel, who serves
as Whitworth's assistantswimming coach when he's not
begin, and you can see everyone play in one place."
Division III has no regional basketball tournaments. In
disseminating sports information, adds, "The move will
the post-season, single games are played at the home
lend our athletics teams a greater legitimacy. One quesgyms of the teams with the best records. "Last year
tion swimming recruits often ask is, 'What division
Pomona Pitzer had a great season, and made it to the
(NCAA) is Whitworth?' Now we won't have to explain
playoffs," Friedrichs says. "Then they flew from California
what the NAIA is and how it is different from the NCAA."
to Wisconsin to play UW Platteville in Platteville's gym.
Flegel also seessome plusses in the area of competiThey lost by 20, got on a plane, and went back home.
tion. "We will be competing for playoff spots against
And that was the end of their season."
institutions more like we are," he says. "In some sports,
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including baseball, softball and soccer, Whitworth has
had to go through a region that includes Simon Fraser,
Western Washington and Lewis-Clark State, among
others, to earn a spot in national competition. All of these
institutions are state schools that are less expensive than
Whitworth, and all give full athletics scholarships."
So, though there are some obvious challenges in
jumping to the NCAA, most of Whitworth's coaches and
other athletics boosters support the move because the
mission of DIll so closely parallels the athletics mission
of Whitworth College. The financial aid policy is seen by
many as a hurdle in the path of Whitworth's success, but
President Bill Robinson sees it also as evidence of a
strong resonance between DIll's standards and
Whitworth's values and priorities.
As Robinson says, "Clearly, the Division III schools
reflect the academic strength and philosophy of our
conference members to a greater extent than has been the
case in the NAIA. The restricted number of contests and
the use of financial aid exclusively for need and academic
achievement are more consistent with the most basic
academic purposes of our colleges." Yet he also acknowledges the difficulties the financial aid policy will bring. "It
will be a challenge for us to compete financially for
students who are looking at the already-cheap state
schools that are enhancing their generous student financial aid packages." And how will Whitworth overcome
financial inequities between itself and other schools?
/lWe'11have to recruit students who really want OUf
mission and quality," says Robinson.
At Whitworth's annual Pirate Classic golf tournament
in May, Whitworth junior Chris Wilson, a defensive end
who has been elected captain of the 1998 Buc football
team, spoke to 130 friends of the college and members of
the Spokane business community about what his decision
to come to Whitworth has meant in his life.
Wilson is a business management major, a member of
the Black Student Union and the Hawaiian Club. He
gives campus tours for the Admissions Office and assists
with Project Get Ready, a Whitworth program that
addresses the problems of at-risk minority students in
Spokane who hope to attend college.
When he talked to that crowd at the Spokane Country
Club about what Whitworth means to him, Wilson spoke
of his football coaches, who genuinely care for him
beyond what he can do for the team on the field. He said
that Whitworth is a place where he has grown as a
Christian, and told how the football team has been

ON THE SAME PAGE
Whitworth College Athletics Philosophy (excerpt)
Whitworth College expects athletes to succeed in
the classroom and seeks to ensure that participation in
athletics should not in any significant way hinder
academic success. Whitworth College encourages
athletes to become involved in the total campus
community spiritually, academically, and socially; the
college views athletic participation as integral to the
educational experience - as complementary to, rather
than in competition with, academics.
NCAA Division III Philosophy Statement (excerpt)
Colleges and universities in Division III place
highest priority on the overall quality of the educational experience and on the successful completion of
all students! academic programs. They seek to establish and maintain an environment in which a studentethlete's athletics activities are conducted as an
integral part of the student-athlete's educational
experience.

instrumental in teaching him life lessons about accountability, work ethic, leadership, and positive mental
attitude. In short, he told of a life that's a testimonial to
the values shared by Whitworth Athletics and NCAA
Division III.
And when Whitworth moves forward this fall into its
full-time DIll membership, despite the shiny new NCAA
emblems that will spring up around campus, despite the
perks and the problems that membership in Division III
will bring, the Pirate athletics program will continue to
place the responsibility for protecting those values right
where it belongs: here at Whitworth.
"When it comes to the types of people who will
represent us on the athletics courts, fields and pools, it
really doesn't matter what national association we choose
to be a member of," says McQuilkin. "Whitworth will
continue to recruit and enroll men and women like Chris
Wilson - student-athletes who have quality character
and are sound academically, gifted athletically, and
dedicated to representing our institutional mission."
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With competition for admission
to medical school and graduate
school science programs more
intense than ever, high GPA's
and test scores may no longer
be enough.
Bv ANNA BEARD, '98

K

im Jewell still plays her flute
sometimes, although not as
often as she'd like to. A 1997
Whitworth grad from Post Falls, Idaho,
Jewell is in her first year of medical
school at the University of Washington.
She says her experience in the Whitworth Wind Ensemble was just one of
many aspects of her undergraduate education that not only helped her get into
medical school, but is helping her while
she's there, and will someday make her
a better doctor. "I really think my liberal
arts education made me a well-rounded
person," said Jewell. "I got everything I
needed."
Getting into graduate school has
never been easy for anyone. But for aspiring scientists and doctors, the task
has been especially tough. Undergraduates have been expected to take difficult
prerequisite science courses, maintain
stratospheric grade point averages and
achieve high scores on graduate entrance exams such as the GRE and
MCAT. Traditionally,
students who
could meet these qualifications could be
fairly confident of acceptance into the
medical school or graduate program of
their choice.
Not anymore.
As more undergraduates compete for
a static number of slots in medical
school and graduate science programs,
the openings are becoming more desirable, and standards for admission are
getting higher, said Susan Bratton, the
Edward B. Lindaman Chair for Science,
Technology and Society at Whitworth.
"There are a very large number of un16
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Combined with strong test scores, high grades and rigorous course selection,
undergraduate-level
field research - like this regeneration study by Whitworth
students in a fire-scarred section of Spokane's Riverside State Park - can mean the
difference between grad school admission and rejection.
dergraduates majoring in biology or doing pre-med programs who are interested in going to medical school or grad
school," Bratton said. As a result, medical schools and graduate science programs are beginning to look at other factors when considering an applicant for
admission. Factors such as breadth of
education, extracurricular
activities,
writing skills and critical thinking skills
are being scrutinized more and more
carefully by admissions
counselors.
Because of this, undergraduates
from
liberal arts colleges such as Whitworth
can gain an edge in the contest for limited graduate spots in medicine and science, she said.

An applicant who had a one-in-two
chance of being accepted to medical
school in 1989 has only about a one-inthree chance of being accepted this year.

And the competition is tougher. According to a 1996 study conducted by the
National Science Foundation, the number of students enrolling in graduate science and engineering programs has been
on an upward trend since 1980.
Similarly, the number of students applying for medical school has been
climbing for nearly 10 years. An applicant who had a one-in-two chance of being accepted into medical school in 1989
has only about a one-in-three chance
this year, said Patricia Fero, admissions
officer for the University of Washington
School of Medicine.
Because more students are applying
for medical school, the minimum required MCAT scores have risen. MCAT,
the Medical College Admission Test, is a
standardized test required of applicants
by nearly every medical school in the
United States. Five years ago, a score of
nine on the MCAT would have been considered good enough for admission, but
today that minimum score is 10, a significant increase, according to Donald
Calbreath, associate professor of chemistry at Whitworth and the college's prin
cipal advisor to pre-med students.
Bratton believes the medical profession is becoming more attractive for several reasons. High salaries, a sense of
security, and increased glamorization by

A broad background in the humanities and
liberal arts is encouraged, indeed expected.
the media are all drawing people toward
careers in medicine, she said. In addition, science and medical schools are
making more efforts to recruit women
and minorities, who are historically under-represented in the fields of science
and medicine, into these professions.
The result is that more undergraduates
are planning scientific or medical careers.
But as competition increases, schools
have been forced to look beyond the traditional standards for admission when
considering candidates for medical and
graduate school. Straight academic
achievement is no longer enough. Increasingly. schools are looking for the
candidate with a broad education, a variety of interests, strong communication
and critical thinking skills and a history
of commitment to the field that she or
he wants to enter.
The University of Washington School
of Medicine considers all of these factors in the selection process. Included
in a list of the school's admission requirements is the statement, ''A broad
background in the humanities and liberal arts is encouraged,
indeed expected." Oregon Health Sciences University also considers
factors such as
"breadth of education, work, health care,
and field research experience."
Bratton said solid research experience at the undergraduate level is considered extremely important for students wishing to pursue careers in science and medicine. She and her students are currently involved in a research project to study the impact of
fires on seedling regeneration and vegetation at Spokane's Riverside State Park,
which was scarred by a wildfire four
years ago. Bratton says this research experience tells admissions committees
that students
are independent
and
imaginative, and that they have the skills
to gather and interpret data.
Service projects at the undergraduate
level can also give an applicant an advantage. Fero said changes in medical
care have added a humanitarian focus
to the medical school application pro-

cess. ''A person really has to care to be a
doctor, especially now;' she said. Fero
also believes that well-rounded liberal
arts students are better prepared for
graduate study and the workforce than
students from larger universities, who
tend to boast only high GPA's and narrowly focused undergraduate studies.
"There has been some indication that
students who have liberal arts backgrounds do better in their clinical years,"
said Fero.
Medical and science students from
Whitworth who have gone on to graduate school say their liberal arts background has helped them in important
ways, both during the admissions process and in their graduate careers. Eric
Strate, a 1998 graduate of Whitworth,
was awarded a biotechnology training
fellowship this year from the National
Institute of Health, which will pay his tuition while he earns a Ph.D. in microbiology and immunology from Washington State University in Pullman. Strate

Like research
experience,
participation in service projects like this
medical mission trip to Kenya in
1997 by Whitworth
pre-med
majors can give medical school applicants an edge.

With competition
tight for admission
to medical school, participation in a musical ensemble or other extracurricular
activities at Whitworth can be music to
an admission committee's ear.
believes the breadth of his undergraduate education was a factor in helping
him win the fellowship because Whitworth gave him a solid foundation upon
which to build the rest of his education.
"People think if you want to major in the
sciences, you should go to a big university;' said Strate. ''At an undergraduate
level, the important thing is to get a
broad-based fundamental education."
David Pommer, a 1996 Whitworth
graduate, is currently in medical school
at the University
of Washington.
Pommer was involved in many extracurricular activities as a student at Whitworth: En Christo, the swim team, Hosanna, the health-coordinator program,
and even Whitworth Theatre. He believes these experiences gave him definite advantages when applying to medical school. "If I could balance a variety
of activities in college, [medical school
admissions committees] could presume
that I might lead a balanced life as a physician, and subsequently relate better to
my patients;' Pommer said.
It appears that medical and science
students from liberal arts backgrounds
are no longer getting lost in the shuffle.
They're standing out in a crowd of
graduate and medical school applicants
that continues to grow and become
more competitive. They're taking the elements of a traditional liberal arts education - critical thinking, writing and
speaking skills, the humanities, arts and
music - and using these qualities to become better students in medicine and
science.
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a remote school in South Africa, a biology professor gained new appreciation
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RANK MATLALA CAME TO OUR DOOR ALMOST TIMIDLY. WE HAD MET EARLIER THAT WEEK, BUT HAD

NOT SPOKEN TO EACH OTHER BEYOND THE EXCHANGE OF PLEASANTRIES.

"Is it true that you are a professor of biology?" he asked.
When I assured him that I did indeed teach biology in the United
States, he smiled shyly and asked whether he could ask me a
question.
''Are black people and white people the same on the inside?"
I was taken aback by the question. My answer was tentative,
not knowing what was behind the question. "Yes;' I said, "we are
both of the same species, and our physical differences, in a biological sense, are very superficial."
His eyes lit up; he became more animated, gesturing as he
found the words to ask, "Then we are really the same species?"
"Yes," I laughed, amused at the strangeness of his apparent
misconceptions, but I was also laughing with him, in his joy at
knowing this.
For the next two hours on that hot Sunday afternoon, we sat
on the little wicker chairs in our rather sparsely furnished house
and talked. Rather, he asked questions and I answered. Frank
was excited and the questions came rapidly, one after another.
"Why is my skin a different color than yours?" "Do blacks have
inferior mental abilities?" ''Are we different sexually?" "Is it true
that blacks are more like animals than are whites?"
Frank is an educated man. He attended the University of the
North, a school for blacks, but one firmly grounded in the apartheid worldview. I was amazed listening to Frank's questions,
but I wasn't prepared for him to ask, "If whites are not superior
to blacks, if I am not just an animal, then why did people teach
me those things?"
I had no answer. The saddest question came as he was leaving. "How could they be Christians and say such things if they
are not true?" Again, I had no answer. Frank and I talked many
times after that, and I realized that Frank was desperately trying
to rebuild a self-esteem that had systematically been demolished
by his apartheid education.
Education is very powerful. I'll contrast this story with another one. In 1985, in response to prompting by members of an
Anglican parish in that same poor area of the Lebowa home18
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land, St. Mark's College was established. This was the first school
in modern South Africa to be registered as a non-racial school.
From the beginning they hired equal numbers of white and black
teachers, male and female teachers - practices unmatched even
today in other parts of South Africa.
The school began to operate in tents. Students came from
as far away as Johannesburg. The curriculum was designed to
provide an education equal to any in white South Africa. This
was a difficult task because the school had little money and
few facilities. More than once faculty and students went hungry, but St. Mark's had committed teachers.
However, black and white teachers working together drew the
attention of the authorities. Education is powerful; so powerful
that authorities were frightened by a small group of teachers living in tents in a remote rural area. The school was visited many
times by armed soldiers searching for incriminating evidence of
communist teachings. Raids in the middle of the night left children terrified. Once, the school was awakened to the sight of
tanks and armored trucks (referred to as "hippos") surrounding
the campus. One student, Benjamin Mokgoatjane, wrote this
about the event:
"The next morning at about three d clock, huge lights brightened up our dormitories. We woke up. We realized that it was not
the sun, it was soldiers. We went out and saw hippos, vans and
private cars. I asked myself who they were looking for: me or
whom? I was so frightened that I nearly even said, "Here I am;' to
the soldiers. "The last thing I remember was when our teacher,
Mr. Molapo, was taken away by the police. He was gone, wearing
his jacket, and we all needed him back and were very sad:'
But education is powerful. The school continued and lives
were changed, communities transformed, and people liberated.
St. Mark's has sent dozens of black students on to become physicians, lawyers, engineers, and teachers - people who are making a difference in their communities. The lives of children and
young adults were changed because of a group of teachers whose
commitment to Christ permeated all they did.
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Phillip Pare is one such teacher. He studied at one of the most
prestigious prep schools in white South Africa, He was a scientist and engineer, a privileged member of society.
Pare was also one of the most dedicated teachers I'd ever met.
He had lived in a small village for several years to learn the local
language of Sotho, to be better equipped to teach science to children. In his classrooms there was no talk of Christian doctrines
or religion; but he taught science with passion and concern and
love for his students. People saw his faith acted out, and he
changed lives.
Aaron Hobangwana was a black South African. He left his
homeland in 1955 and lived in exile until 1992. He was a person
whose presence radiated the love of Christ. He oversaw the boys'
dormitories and taught geography. Students respected his calmbut-sure manner. He was a person students could approach with
any problem and know that he would receive them and advise
them with a genuine concern for their well-being. Education is
powerful
At Whitworth, we spend a lot of time discussing ways in which
our faith is integrated with learning. We consider ways in which
Christian thought enters our disciplines; how the "Christian
mind" is entangled with the pursuits of human reason. But there
is always a danger that our private agendas will weigh too heavily
in our discussions. There is always a danger that our focus will
be to promote ideologies rather than to equip our students to
wrestle with their own questions; to settle for dogma rather than
to search for truth.
I have been at Whitworth long enough to have engaged in
numerous conversations about faith and learning. But I am afraid
that I haven't been at Whitworth long enough to have answers
to all the questions. I spend much more time wondering how to
explain to my students the importance of primary embryonic

induction and differential gene expression than I devote to how
my faith integrates with the molecular biology of embryological
development. I am not suggesting that this is not an important
consideration.
As Christian scholars we should be addressing
such issues. But I think we should explore the "Christian mind;'
if you will, in the context of the "Christian heart."
Whitworth's tradition is to "educate the mind and heart." To
do this requires that we teach from the mind and heart. That is,
our scholarship must reflect a Christian mind and our mission
as an institution must reflect a Christian heart.
What I have come to believe, during the past year spent in
South Africa, is that what must come first for a college like Whitworth is a commitment to our calling in Christ - that is the
heart of Christianity. Only then can the Christian mind be integrated into our disciplines, undistorted by egos and personal
agendas. Eastern Orthodox Christians use a phrase I particularly like: "Let your mind descend into your heart:'
These are two stories of education. In both cases the teaching was powerful, but the fruits were different. In one case the
teaching was tainted with agendas of power, manipulation, and
exploitation - it was not teaching from the heart, rather teaching from the fist. In the other case the teaching was from the
heart of the Christian faith. Whitworth is an institution where
Christian thought is taken seriously; an institution where Christian scholars engage in dialogue; an institution where Christian
faith integrates with academic disciplines. But behind all this,
what gives significance to what we do is the Christian heart.
Remember, education is very powerful.

Finn Pond, an associate professor of biology at Whitworth
College, spent the 1996-97 school year on sabbatical teach-

ing in South Africa .

No, it's not a time machine.
Thirty-five years ago a thirtysomething Ed Olson posed with
his heavy-duty acquisition for a
Spokane Chronicle photographer.
This spring, days before the
removal of the gun barrel from
the Eric Johnston Science Center,
Olson reprised his pose to mark
the occasion.
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To help make way for a $2.5 million renovation of the Eric Johnston Science Center,
the college had to find a new home for a weighty piece of naval history.
part from the Whitworth College science faculty and their
students who made use of it for scientific research, most
people probably aren't aware that for more than 30 years,
the Enc Iohnston Science Center has been the unlikely home to a remnant of one of the largest pieces of artillery ever constructed - a section ofl6-inch gun barrel from the World War II Iowaclass battleship USSWisconsin.
By
The presence of this gun barrel at Whitworth ColTIM
lege is attributable to none other than Ed Olson, proWOLF
fessor emeritus of geology and physics, who used it
as a radiation shield. And now the college is
mothballing the gun as part of a $2.5 million renovation of the Science
Center. Sitting and staring at the piece of artillery he brought to
Whitworth in the early 1960s,Olson can't help but feel a twinge of nostalgia for the gun and the work it enabled through the years.
"My whole life is flashing before my eyes and this is a big
part of it," he said. ''I'm also realizing now how little I did
of what needed to be done to get out of here," said Olson,
referring to his 1991 retirement from full-time teaching.
The moving crew hired to remove the six-and-half-ton behemoth from its 32-year resting place couldn't agree
more.
It was only two years after his 1960 arrival at Whitworth from the Lamont Geological Observatory at Columbia University that Olson began looking for a large,
suitable vessel in which to conduct, what was at the
time, cutting-edge carbon-dating research.
Whether used to pin down the age of a Neanderthal bone fragment
or a thread from the Shroud of Turin, carbon dating is a process for
determining the age of an object by measuring the amount of radioactive material (in this case carbon 14) it contains. If one knows how

A

much of this radioactive material was present initially in the object (by determining how much of the material has decayed from
an established constant), and one knows the half-life of the material, one can deduce the age of the object.
But there are a couple of catches. First, the metal must be thick
enough to shield the Geiger counter inside from environmental
gamma radiation that has a tendency to skew the results. And second, because virtually all metal cast since the dawn of atmospheric
nuclear testing contains radioactive isotopes that also have a skewing effect, Olson was out to find a suitable piece of metal cast in
the pre-nuclear age.
He found everything he was looking for in a Portland shipyard,
where the barrel was bought, cut to the desired length, and delivered to campus via truck for the bargain-basement price of$1,800.
Nothing about this thing is lightweight. This is a piece of
metallurgy that was designed to hurl a one-ton projectile a distance of 15 or 20 miles when it thundered on
the deck of the USS Wisconsin during World War II.
But Olson put the piece to work for a more peaceful purpose. With the support of the National Science
Foundation, Olson used the gun barrel, a Geiger
counter and some other equipment to establish what
was one of only 50 carbon-dating laboratories in the
world at the time, providing his students with some
serious scientific research experience.
Though it won't be used as a shield from radioactive isotopes anymore, the gun will take on new life
as a historical artifact. The piece will be taken to the Spokane Sea
Services Museum, located in the Naval and Marine Corps Reserve
Center in Spokane, where it will become a permanent part of the
museum's display.

Nothing

about this
thing is

lightweight.
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Face to Face:
The Changing State
of Racism Across
America
By James

Waller
Insight Books
Plenum Publishing
1998

Corp.

nhis book Face to Face:
The Changing State of

I

Racism Across America,
Whitworth College Psychology Professor Jim Waller
manages to puncture the
self-serving myth that we
are winning the war against
racism, while also providing
a basis for realistic hope that
progress is possible.
He
manages to apply psychological research in a way that
dignifies the idea of popular
psychology. He also helps
solve a problem that was
paradoxically caused by the
very success of the Civil
Rights Movement.
I am (among
other
things) an African-American man. I was literally
raised on picket lines and
protest marches, and among
my earliest memories are
images of my mother being
arrested in some direct action campaign against a retailer who refused to hire
"black" applicants.
I am
proud of the very real ac-

cal reification of race is so his closing chapter, where he
complishments
of my pardiscusses seven values that
automatic for most Amerients and their cohorts in
cans that it could arguably
can begin to move us beyond
what they always referred to
racism. These are in keeping
be added to the triumvirate
simply as "The Movement."
with the tone he has set
of race-myths that Waller
Sadly, as Waller points out,
throughout
in many ways
the book things are not
What Waller does in his book is provide a
modest and
better, only
framework within which racism can be
realistic,
different. The
acknowledged and talked about.
avoiding easy
life chances
oversimplifiof racial and
ethnic minorities continue
does base his analysis on: life cations. All of these principles also appear to be emto be significantly impaired,
is good for racial minorities;
bodied in the remarkable
and, in some ways, relations
racism is declining;
and
biannual
cross country
between "black" and white
America can be a colorstudy tour that Waller
people are more broken and
blind society.
takes his students
on to
destructive than they were
While Waller draws on
immerse them in stories of
when I was a kid. My
the work of sociologists,
racism and prejudice told
parent's generation was so
economists, historians and
by those who experience it
good at convincing white
theologians, for me his text
firsthand. This tour, disfolk that racism was wrong,
is essentially a psychology
cussed
throughout
the
racism became the unforgivbook. He cites biologists
book,
stands
as
a
literal
able sin that no decent citiStephen Jay Gould and
and metaphorical map for
zen could afford to admit. As
Lewis Thomas as inspirathose of good will, from all
a result. the problem has
tions for his attempt to write
backgrounds, interested in
gone underground.
serious popular psychology,
taking up the work of fightWhat Waller does in his
and I think he does his
ing against
their
own
book is provide a framework
muses proud. The book does
prejudices.
within which racism can be
not condescend to or maMy favorite of Waller's
acknowledged
and talked
nipulate its audience, but
recommendations
is his first
about. He shows how the
equips them with psycho-learning
to
be
a
reconciler
cognitive shortcuts that unlogical tools for understandby learning how to listen and
derlie the intellectual
caing. In Waller's hands popudisagree. "The challenge is
pacities that we as a species
lar psychology is demandto stay in conversations that
are most proud of also lay
ing, but also illuminating
are difficult and to disagree
the foundation for stereoand empowering.
in ways that keep a convertypes and racism. In this way
While most of Waller's
sation going," he writes. The
he humanizes racism, withbook is devoted to debunktour he takes his students on
out ever excusing it.
ing
pseudo-optimistic
every two years, and the tour
Waller even does a fair
myths, the fact that he ties
he takes us on in this book,
job of avoiding the most seracism so directly to basic
both increase the likelihood
ductive trap of all, which is
human mechanisms never
to accept race as a real conleaves me feeling hopeless or that these difficult conversations will take place, and
struct (I place the adjective
pessimistic. After all, most
that those who have them
"black" in quotation marks
of us continue to pursue inwill learn to disagree in helpin this review to indicate
timacy passionately but inful ways.
that the biological signifitentionally, knowing that
cance of race is dubious at
genuine intimacy somebest). Waller acknowledges
times requires strenuous
- Aubyn Fulton
this in several places, withself-conscious effort to inProfessor of Psychology
out making it a foundation
Pacific Union College,
hibit automatic tendencies.
Angwin, Calif.
of his analysis. The uncritiWaller makes this explicit in
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THE ALL-STAR

TEAM

Cold Mountain by Charles Frazier
A National Book Award winner about a
soldier in the Civil War and those at home
who put life back together. Gorgeous,
gorgeous writing.
Paradise by Toni Morrison
An incredible study of perspective and
race, although within a race-less text;
exquisite resolution to the noveL

The Dean's List by Jon Hassler
The sequel to Rookery Blues; a gentle
yet realistic satire of campus life and
politics.
A Certain Justice by PD. James
Yes, yes, it is a mystery, but it is oh, so
much more.

Officer Buckle and Gloria
by Peggy Rathmann
A charming children's book with cool
drawings.
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The library by Sarah Stewart
Elizabeth Brown is a biblioholic her whole
life; this children's book is a comfort to
bookish adults.
Adam Bede by George Eliot
This is the best re-reading I've done this
year. Many of my students were enchanted
by this 19th-century classic.
Adrian Mole: The Lost Years
by Sue Townsend
The last of the hilariously funny - if you
have a sick sense of humor ~ Adrian
Moles, which began with delightfully
whiny Adrian, a British teen-agel'.
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
by Maya Angelou
Isn't it amazing how long this book has
been around and how marvelous it is in
each re-reading?
The Book Shop by Penelope Fitzgerald
A small town opposes a widow who
wishes to establish a bookstore in their
midst. A gentle book about cranky people.
A LeSSOIl Before Dying
by Ernest 1. Gaines
This is my current reading; a powerful
story out of the South, with lives caught
up in racial conflict.

OTHER GOOD FICTION
The River Why by David James Duncan
If you're a philosopher, like literary classics, and fishing, this book is for you.
The Deep End of the Ocean
by Jacquelyn Mitchard
Emotionally gripping; compelling reading.
Brighten the Comer Where You Are
by Fred Chappell
A dose of Southern, folksy wisdom.
The Tie That Binds by Kent Haruf
The story of a long, hard life.
The Spectator Bird by Wallace Stegner
Well, the writing is great, but the story does
not approach Stegner's best works.
Ivanhoe by Sir Walter Scott
Return to your childhood with Robin
Hood, Richard the Lionhearted and an
excellent - i.e. wise, good, ethical Jewish woman.
Presumption by Julia Barrett
The sequel to Austen's Pride and Prejudice, written by two academics.

01' \l. ~

MYSTERIES

GOOD NON-FICTION

The Face of a Stranger; A Dangerous
Mourning; Defend and Betray; A Sudden, Fearful Death; The Sins of the Wolf;
Cain His Brother; Weighed in the Balance; The Silent Cry by Anne Perry

The Liar's Club, A Memoir by Mary Karr
If you think your childhood was bad, you
need to read this book. Every page brings

The Perry series centering on Inspector

Monk and Nurse Latterly, who has served
in the Crimea with Florence Nightingale,
Skeleton Canyon by J.A. Jance
The latest Joanna Brady, head of police,
in an Arizona setting.
Murder ill the Charleston Manner;
Murder

on Peachtree

Street

new dysfunction.

Transcendental Wife: The Life of Abigail
May Alcott by Cynthia H. Barton
Not well-written, but delivers the engrossing

life of Louisa

May Alcott's

mother.

Literature Lost: Social Agendas and the
Corruption of the Humanities
by John Ellis
This promising topic - what is lost in

by Patricia Houck Sprinkle
I like the Southern locations and I trust

literary study when one focuses only on
social issues - deserves to be ranted at

the detecti ve.

in the margins of your copy.

Moody Gets the Blues by Steve Oliver
Set in Spokane, a cab driver-detective tries
to get a grip on life.

POETRY

Unnatural

Exposure

by Patricia Cornwell
forensics versus germ warfare;
latest in the series.
Killer Market by Margaret Maron
Lawyer/judge Deborah Knott involved in
another North Carolina mystery.
The Sculptress; The Scold's Bridle
by Minette Walters
Well-written, creepy books.
An Excellent Mystery by Ell is Peters
Medical

..,---

The Old Life
by Donald Hall
Imagine hearing Hall reading in a Dylan
Thomas-like

bardic voice

to a packed

theatre in San Francisco.

A medieval monastery is at the center of
this novel.

The Case Has Altered by Martha Grimes
Those

of us long-addicted

to Grimes

always enjoy another swirl with Melrose
Plant and the Long Piddle ton gang.
Strange Brew by Kathy Hogan Trocheck
Get ready for Callahan Garrity, Atlanta
cleaning woman/detective.

Death of a Perfect Mother
by Robert Barnard
Perfectly awful people; great reading.
Anatomy of a Murder by Robert Traver
Still good after all these years. See the
Jimmy Stewart film too.
N is for Noose by Sue Grafton
Kinsey Millhcne continues her assault on
the alphabet.
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1999 CORE 650
TOURS
PLANNED
See inside back
cover for details.
Join beloved
English Professor
Leonard Oakland
for 10 days in Paris
or cast your lot
with Coach Ross
Cutter, professor
emeritus, for five
days at MLB spring
training in Arizona.
Spaces are limited
for both tours, so
sign up soon!

--'--------------

FREE CRIMSON CLUB GAMES - NEW FOR '98
The Crimson Club offers you the chance to attend two great on-campus
athletics events this fall - and they won't cost you a cent. Crimson Club,
Whitworth's Athletics booster association, is teaming up with the Athletics Department and the Alumni Office to make it possible for you and your
family to attend the Bues' home opener in football, Sept. 12 at 1 p.m. against
Western Oregon, and the season tipoff for men's and women's basketball,
Dec. 4 at 6 and 8 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
The Crimson Club will host a membership table at these two games,
where you'll be able to IJarn firsthand about the benefits that members
have enjoyed for years.
HOMECOMING 1998 IS A G.O.L.D. RUSH
Crimson Club members re"There's No Place Like Home" is the theme of Whitworth durceive free admission and
ing
Homecoming Weekend, Oct. 2-4. G.O.L.D. alumni (Gradupreferred
parking at all
ates
of the Last Decade) and their colleagues from earlier classes
home athletics contests,
will enjoy new programs, including a Friday-night benefit conmonthly
Crimson
Club
cert for Habitat for Humanity by folk artist Marjorie Richards,
newsletters,
top-of-the'86, and two student bands. Saturday morning there'll be ultiline premiums, and the opmate Frisbee, followed by a new and improved campus picnic.
portunity to honor graduThen we'll gather at the Homecoming game, where the Bucs will
ating Pirate athletes for
take on the Loggers of UPS. And if you're looking for something
their
dedication
to
good to eat (and maybe a place to warm up) at halftime, you can
Whitworth's athletics provisit the alumni tent and enjoy complimentary refreshments and
grams. You can join the
a visit with your Whitworth Class Ambassador.
Crimson Club for as little
Saturday night marks the 10-year reunion banquet for the
as $50 if you've graduated
classes of 1987, 1988, and 1989, followed by the Homecoming
from Whitworth in the last
dance in Graves Gym. There's no place like Whitworth, so mark
decade; membership is as
your calendars now, and join us in October.
low as $100 per family for
all other Pirate boosters.
HANCOCK, MATYAS WIN ALUMNI

IDEALS AWARD

Kate Hancock, a double major in theatre and communication
studies
from Colorado Springs, and Janise Matyas, a religion major from Yucaipa,
Calif., were honored at this year's Senior Reflections
program with
Whitworth's Alumni Ideals Award, presented to the graduating seniors who
best represent the mission and goals of Whitworth College. Hancock and
Matyas both graduated summa cum laude, participated in an amazing array of campus activities, and maximized every minute of their mind-andheart education at Whitworth.

CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
CONCERT DATES SET
Join new Director of Choral Activities Bryan Priddy, the Whitworth
Choir, Chamber Singers, handbells
and brass in one of six Christmas
Festival performances for 1998:

For more
information
about these and
other alumni
activities,
contact Tad

Wisenor at (509)
777-3799 or 1-

800-532-4668.
You can also
e-mail him at
twisenor
@whitworth.edu.
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Dec. 4
Dec. 5
Dec. 6

First Presbyterian Church, Bellevue, Wash., 7:30p.m.
Chapel Hill Presbyterian Church, Gig Harbor, Wash" 7:30p.m.
First Presbyterian Church, Seattle, Wash., 3p.m.

Dec. 11
Dec. 12

First Presbyterian
First Presbyterian

Church, Spokane, 8p.m.
Church, Spokane, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.

~I
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MARINERS
NIGHT
Join 149 of your
fellow alumni at the
Kingdome on Friday
night, July 31, as the
Seattle Mariners
take on the New York
Yankees. Tickets are
$10. Contact the
Alumni Office for
details.

IN MEMORIAM
Krista (Hunt) Ausland, '94, was killed in a

bus accident in Bolivia on May 20. She grew
up in Spokane and graduated from Mead

High School, where she was student body
president. She attended Whitworth for two

years and graduated from University of Puget
Sound in 1995. She was working on community projects in Bolivia with the Mennonite Central Committee at the time of her
death. She is survived by her husband,

Aaron, who was injured in the accident, her
parents, Whitworth professors Jim and Linda
Hunt, her sister Susan, brother Jefferson,
and her grandparents, aunts, uncles and
cousins.

Glenn Lykes Clark, '54, died in Spokane on
Dec. 8. He was 69. Born in Wieppe, Idaho,
he was an elementary school principal and
also worked for the Washington Department
of Soil Conservation. His wife, Margaret,
brothers H. T. Clark, '50, and Buford, sisters Melba Spurgeon, Oralee Bartlamay, and
Opal Haptonstall, and daughter Stephanie
(Clark) Perreiah, '89 and '97, survive him.
Orlando Fletcher, '52, died of a heart attack in Edmonds, Wash., in May. After eight
years in the Army, he moved to Spokane and
graduated from Whitworth at 33. He was the
first black high school instructor in Spokane.
He taught history at Lewis & Clark High for
19 years and then sociology at Spokane
Falls Community College for another 19. In
1978, he developed a "Racisrn and Minorities" course at SFCC (another first). He was
popular with students as he mixed dignity
with humor. He is survived by his wife, Essie,
and three daughters.
The death of Florence (Baker) Kingman,
'33, has been reported to the Alumni Office. No other details are available.
Geraldine (Tweedy) Lewis, '51, died March
20 in Salem, Ore., from complications of
Parkinson's and Crohn's diseases, and cancer radiation. She taught elementary school
for 25 years in Fremont, Calif., before retiring. She is survived by her husband, R. Spencer Lewis, '51; daughters Bonnie Sue
Lewis, '75, of Dubuque, Iowa, and Linda Lee
Holmes of Cincinnati, Ohio; son Weston of
Aloha, Ore.; a sister and four grandchildren.
John Clifton "CIif" Little, sociology professor at Whitworth in the mid-'60s, died April
5 of complications following heart surgery.
He has many Whitworth connections, some
dating back 50 years and others more recent. His teaching assistant was Robert
Clark, currently a sociology professor at
Whitworth. Clif Little is survived by his wife,
Mary, four children and many grandchildren.

Shirley McCroskey Michaelson, '78, died
Feb. 9 in Spokane at age 79. A graduate of
the University of Washington as well as
Whitworth's
M.Ed program, she was a
speech instructor at Spokane Community
College from 1967-72 and SCC's dean of
women from 1972-76.
Her vision for
women's education was key in the establishment of the District Women's Continuing Education Program and the Displaced
Homemaker Center at SCC, and she was executive dean of the Institute for Extended
Learning at the Community Colleges of Spokane from 1983 until her retirement in 1988.
She is survived by daughters Diane Dilling
and Gail Nelson, and her grandchildren.
Raymond Glenn Rees, '55, suffered a fatal
heart attack on March 17 in Salem, Ore. He
had a B.A. in psychology from Whitworth.
He always expressed appreciation for havinggraduated from Whitworth and had many
fond memories,
according to his wife,
Marjorie.
A. Eleanor (Ruppert) Schwab, '42, died
Jan. 15 in Vancouver, Wash. She was 73.
She attended Whitworth in the early '40s,
graduating
from Wheaton
College in
Wheaton, III. She taught at Sheldon Jackson College in Sitka, Alaska, and was involved in youth ministries and teaching as a
young pastor's wife. She is survived by her
husband, the Rev. Richard Schwab, '45,
three sons and two daughters, a brother and
14 grandchildren.
Venus L. (Holder) Smythe, '52, died at home
in Marysville, Wash., March 12. She graduated from Whitworth with a B.S. in nursing
in 1952, and was a school nurse for the
Marysville School District for 26 years. She
was active in Soroptomists
and the
Children's Hospital Guild. She is survived
by her husband of 45 years, Ron, '58, daughter Deborah, son Mark, two sisters, Louise
(Holder) Harbin, '43, and Lauretta (Holder)
Milne, '46, several grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.
Helen (Harrison) Waind, '80, died Dec. 29.
She was born in Pleasant Gap, Penn., and
moved to Spokane in 1950. She worked as
a medical technologist for the Spokane Inland Empire Blood Bank for more than 22
years. She was active in Project Joy orchestra and was a member of the Moran United
Methodist Church. There are no surviving
family members.

future
whitworthians
We are pleased to welcome the newest
members of the Whitworth family, and
to congratulate their parents.
•
Angela Jean, daughter of Barbara (Kiel)
and Greg Kull, March 1997.
Daughters
Kenna, born May 1995, and Hudson, born
July 1997, to Susan Lonborg.
•
Emily RaeAnne, daughter
of Janet
(Palmer) and Lloyd Sandquist, Feb. 22.
.Lauren
Elizabeth,
daughter
of Sue
(Almour)
and Robert Carroll,
Sept. 26.
Patricia Mae, daughter of Phyllis and Robert
Bristow-Johnson,
April 23, 1997.
•
Lucy, daughter of Eric and Margaret
Stebbins, Nov. 1, 1997.
•
Clark William, son of Nanette (Grose)
and Jim Shotwell, Jan. 12, 1997.
Finn Eugene, son of Sten and Steph (Russell,
'89) Carlson, Jan. 28.
•
Erin Kay, daughter of Elizabeth (Zirkle)
and Chris Williams, Dec. 8.

e

Andrea Louise,
LeAnn (Coumbs, '90)
Anna Joy, daughter of
Scott ('B9) Hink, Dec.

daughter of Ron and
Rupke, July 6, 1997.
Laurie (Dunlap) and
8.

fD

Connor Allan, son of Patty (Heivilin)
and Matt Howard, April 15, 1997.
Dain Thomas,
son of Thorn and Darla
Sicklesteel,
Nov. 14. Madeleine Joy, daughter of Denise (Frame) and Scott Harlan, Dec.
25. Cassidy, daughter of Albert and Shala
(Doty, '90) Vorderbrueggen, Aug. 31, 1995.

•
Jada, daughter
of Dala and Greg
Wagner, April 20, 1997. Trevor James, son
of Wendy (Galloway) and Jim Slawter, Feb.
4, 1997. Kortney Anne, daughter of Valerie
(Nord) and Kyle Orwig, July 13, 1996.
Cohlton, son of Josh and Holly (Berg, '94)
Wilcox, Dec. 3. Evan Harrison, son of Andrea
(Durall) and Chris Tweedy ('91), Sept. 2.
'-Faith
Noelle, daughter of John and Laura
Gould. Eric Alan, son of Carla (Miller) and
John Blakney, April 13, 1996. Elisah, daughter of Chris and Brenda Winikka, March 19,
1997. Sons Nico, 1995, and Alex, 1997, to
Anne and Dardo Goranson-Salas,
•
Paul William, son of Gordon and Heidi
(VonHeeder) Goins, April 11.

e

ReAnnah Jane, daughter of James and
Jennifer Klassen, Aug. 8. Katie Anne, daughter of Jennifer (Anderson)
and Ed Smith,
Aug. 8, 1996.

•
Kailynn Noelle, daughter of Ben and
Kristen (Poet, '98) Palpant, March 31 .

dassof'42
Ambassadors Jack and Joyce Starrett

Bob Brault has moved to State
College, Penn. He says, "It's nice
to be near my grandchildren and
see them regularly."

dassof'49
May 15-16, '99
Ambassadors H. Glen and Dorothy (Hone)
Ellison
50th Reunion Alert:

dass 01"50
Ambassadors -

dassof'47
Ambassador -

John Rodkey

Ruth (Jantzen) and Earl Roth of
Elkhart, Ind., will celebrate 50
years of marriage in August. The
Roths spent 32 years in Congo!
Zaire as missionaries
and were
then transferred to Indiana to mission headquarters. Ruth "thanks
the Lord for Whitworth and for its
influence for Christ in the world."

class 01"48
Ambassador

-

to be filled

Glen Gilden retired in 1991 after
serving more than 42 years as a

Salvation Army officer. He and his
wife, Melba, also a retired officer,
live in Southern California, where
Glen is a donor visitor and chaplain for the Salvation Army.

to be filled

Barbara (Duryee)
and Richard
Shobe now spend the winter
months near their children
at
Richland, Wash., and the summers at Priest Lake, lfJaho. Barbara Copeland Ryland has suffered a stroke and is in the hospital in Merced,
Calif. Gordon
Petrequin is retired from the U.S.
Department
of Defense Dependent Schools and lives with his
wife, Sally, in Belgium.

dassof'52
Ambassador -

SPANNING A HALF-CENTURY
Coinciding with commencement weekend, members of the Class
of1948 held their 50-year reunion on campus. In addition to the
weekend reunion activities, class members also donned red caps
and gowns and marched in the l08th Commencement ceremony
at the Spokane Opera House. Pictured from left to right are
marchers John Rodkey ('47), Shirley Davies, Robert Edwards,
Odin Baugh ('47), Hazel Reed, Glen Gilden, Deede Baugh,
Miriam (Petrequin) Haglund. Mary Lou "Mel" (Bovee) Taylor,
Gweneth (Dors) Sanders, and]ean (Landreth) Merrill.

Cal Moxley,

Mark and Agnes Duntley toured
Egypt
and
visited
several
churches,
including one established by Presbyterian missionaries. In January, they welcomed
their fourth grandchild.

class 01"54

35th Reunion Alert: June 25-27, '99

Ambassador Alice M. (Reeve) Scriber

Ambassador -

class 01"55
class 01"53
45th Reunion Alert: June 25-27, '99
Ambassador Alice M. (Reeve) Scriber, '54

class 01"64

45th Reunion Alert: June 25-27, '99

45th Reunion Alert: June 25-27, '99

Ambassador -

Arne Stueckle

jim Davis

Martha Lane volunteers as the
coordinator of literacy services for
United Methodist
Cooperative
Ministries in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and is involved in adult literacy
and ESL classes.

class 01"60
Ambassador -

to be filled

Dr. Margaret (Ewell) Nichols has
been honored as School Superintendent of the Year in Oregon.

dassof'65
35th Reunion Alert: June 25-27, '99

Ambassador -

Carolyn Gowdy

class 01"67
class 01"61
Ambassador -

to be filled

Garfield and Janis (Anderson,
'64) George live in Chattaroy,
where Garfield works on his "minifarm." He retired this year after
30 years of teaching and coaching at the high school level.

Ambassador Barbara (Sehon) Sanford
Marsha Taylor-Holland has been
appointed human resources director for the Tampa Tribune in
Tampa, Fla.

class 01"68
Ambassador -

dassof'63
35th Reunion Alert: June 25-27, '99

Ambassador -

WHITWORTHIANS LEAD BACK-TO-BACK
It's a little bit unusal to have two graduates from the same college
serve successive terms as Presbytery moderators. But that'sjust
what happened in the San Fernando Presbytery when Dr.
Chesley B. "Chet" Gean, '61, took over as moderator for Elder
Bruce Finlayson, '45. Picturedfrom left to right are the Rev. V.M.
Kassauni; interim executive presbyter of the Presbytery of San
Fernando; 1998 Moderator Gean, pastor at Kirk of the Valley
Church in Reseda, Calif.;and Past Moderator and Chair of the
Council Finlayson, of Lancaster, Calif.
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luriag

jim Davis, '64

Larry McKaughan lives in Eugene,
Ore.,
and has published
a
children's book titled Why Are Your
Fingers Cold? Scott Jamtaas has
just completed
a certificate
in
visual communications
and now
does contract work in web design,
maintenance and interactive multimedia. He and wife, Cheryl, live
in Lynnwood, Wash.

Cliff Hook

Mike Goins is vice president for
finance at West Virginia Wesleyan
College in Buckhannon,
W.Va.
He's had two heart valve surgeries during the past year and is now
doing fine. Clifford Hook lives in
Spokane and reports that his
three sons are enjoying snowboarding,
ice-skating,
and tae
kwon do.

•

class of '69
Ambassador

-

Cliff Hook

Linda (Darnell) Bentson is in her
fourth year of teaching at Prospect High School in Saratoga. Her
older daughter is a freshman at
UC Santa Barbara, her younger
daughter is ajunior in high school
and very interested in Whitworth,

class of'7l
Ambassador Vicky (Westman) Hardt
Ellen Willis
has been named
branch manager of the new Harmony Library in Fort Collins, Colo.
She was instrumental in designing the library, which is 90 percent daylit.

class 01"70
Ambassador Vicky (Westman) Hardt, '71
John Henry is a retired junior high
principal
from Central
Valley
School District in Spokane. His
wife, Bernadine ('75), is a retired
kindergarten teacher.

class of '73
25th Reunion Alert: June

and her son is in the eighth grade.
Her husband, James, works for
Lockheed Grumman. John Edward
Wilkinson teaches at a small public alternative high school in Concord, Calif., and still does set and
lighting consulting. Mike Archer
is a yearbook sales representative living in Seattle. He and his
wife will be married 25 years in
September; they have four children. Robert Conacher is a consultant for a small construction
firm and is also clerk of session
at Westminster
Presbyterian
in
Ontario, Calif. He and wife, Judy,
life in Chino.

for Oneida Factory Stores in the
Gulf State Region. Marilyn
J.
Deppe has been promoted to vice
president for student affairs for
Hamline University in St. Paul,
Minn. She'll also continue in her
role as dean of students.

class 01"72
Ambassador -

Vicki Adams

Dr. Russ and Kristie Edwards
were married on Aug. 1. They
make their home in Kennewick,
Wash., where they run an adult
family home with their blended
family of six children.

class of'73
25th Reunion Alert: June

Ambassador -

25-27, '99

Caryl Hurtig

Ann (Kough) Kennedy was elevated to the bench of the Los Angeles Superior Court in March
1997, and is working on fast-track
civil cases. She and her husband,
John, live in Los Angeles.

class of '74
25th Reunion Alert: June

25-27, '99

Ambassadors Robert and Mary (Wolford, '75)
Sisson
Janet
Wolfe
moved to Gulf
Shores, Ala., to become manager

25-27, '99

Ambassadors Mary (Wolford) and Robert. '74,
Sisson
Deborah
(Snow)
and Dave
Pascoe live in Hoquiam, Wash.,
where Deborah teaches music
and Dave has been pastor of First
Presbyterian Church for 10 years.
Their son, David, plans to attend
Whitworth in the fall. Daughter
Marie, a sophomore, will be going to the state meet this year in
cross-country. Roger and Sharon
Enfield have relocated to Dallas;
daughter Camila is in kindergarten there.
Patricia
Carlson
Hughes of Fremont, Calif., graduated from the University of California, San Francisco, with a master of science degree from the
family and women's primary care
nurse practitioner
program. "It
was exhausting trying to balance
full-time study, a family with three
kids, working part time, and a oneand-a-half-hour commute, but it
was well worth it." Becky OUmar
married Gary Anderson in Decem"

CENTER STAGE AT THE WHITE HOUSE
As part of a March ceremony in the East Room of the VVhiteHouse to celebrate International
Womens Day, Dr. Saisuree Chutikul, '56, meets with President Bill Clinton. Chutikul (center),
who serves as adviser to the Office of Prime Minister in Thailand, is pictured with (from left to
right) United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan, the President, First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton and Attorney GeneralJanet Reno.

ber 1996, and became an "instant grandmother"
of four children. She is designated pastor of
First Presbyterian
Church
in
Quilcene,
Wash. Says Becky,
"This is my first solo pastorate,
so I am quickly learning to get in
the rhythm of weekly preaching
and lots of January paperwork."
Bruce Ware is joining the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
in Louisville, Ky., as a professor
of Christian theology.

class of'76
Ambassador Laurie (Dingman) Jones
David Lukov lives in Rockingham,
N. C., and is a bereavement care
and volunteer coordinator with a
local hospice organization. He'll
begin teaching religion and philosophy as an adjunct instructor
at a local college in the fall. Ken
Onstot received his doctor of ministry degree from Princeton Theological Seminary in May 1997 and
is pastor at Hamblen Park Presbyterian Church in Spokane. His
wife, Nadine (Mack), is a teacher
in Spokane's District 81 Schools.

c1assof'77
20th Reunion Alert: July 10-12, '98

Ambassador Laurie (Dingman) Jones, '76
Mark Cutshall, '77, who lives in
Seattle, recently co-wrote a book
with former U.S. Navy combat pilot and Blue Angel Jim Horsley,
titled A Different Kind of Courage.
The book recounts Horsley's remarkable life, and is now in bookstores. Today, Horsley is the director of development for World
Vision, one of the largest nonprofit Christian relief and development organizations in the world.
Steve Gluck has received the
Michigan R&D Scientists Award
for developing new analytical technologies that can be used over a
wide range of business applications. He works for Dow Chemical and lives in Midland, Mich.
Mary VanVoorhis teaches voice in
the greater Los Angeles area, is
an alto soloist at Westwood Presbyterian Church, and sings in the
Los Angeles Master Chorale and
a vocal group called "La Vie."
Husband Bill is a CPA and works
for Ernst Young.

class 01''78

class 01"80

20th Reunion Alert: July 10-12, '98
Ambassador - Warren Lewis, '79

Ambassador Julie (Boris) Pomante, '81

Barry Andrews is a special-education teacher at a public middle
school. His daughter is 14 and in
her last year of middle school. He
also performs Christian music in
the area. Karen (MacKenzie)
Baldwin is in her 19th year in music education for the Riverside
School District. She teaches kindergarten-fifth grade music in the
district north of Spokane and is
an adjunct professor
at Whitworth. She and her husband,

Jan (McLawen) Caldwell finished
her Ph.D. in English two years ago
and is now an English professor
at Wake Forest in Winston-Salem, N.C. Tony Mohr works for
"The Mouse" at Walt Disney World
as manager of sales and marketing automation.
His wife, Kay
(Riviere), is a hornerborn mom for
daughters Katie, 9, and Kristi, 7.
Stephen and Cheryl (Griffin) Benz
live in Miami with their three children: Rachel, 16, Nathan, 15, and
Steve, 13. Stephen is a professor and chair of the English Department at Barry University, and
Cheryl is a professor at MiamiDade Community College.

Bruce, own an espresso stand
near the Whitworth

campus.

c1assof'7Y
20th Reunion Alert: July 10-12, '98

Ambassador

-

Warren Lewis

Susan Lonborg is a professor at
Central Washington University in
Ellensburg, where she is director
of the counseling, psychology and
school counseling
programs.
Janie (Jollimore) Lyle is working
on her master's degree in teaching at City University in Seattle.
She will have an elementary
certficate with a Spanish endorsement when she completes the
program.

class 01"81
Ambassador -

spare time, he "golfs first, fishes
second,
and asks questions
later."
Harvey and Jennifer
(Swan) Moyer moved back to England in 1994. Their children,
Katie and Nick, participate
in
music and sports at school. "We
may move back to Conway, Wash.,
this summer if relic mathematicians/programmers
can find jobs
north of Seattle."
Gary Rolf is
setting up a business for people
who want to get away from it all.
He says, "If you want to relax and
catch one of the world's largest
salmon, come up to my place in
Kenai, Alaska." Janet (Palmer)
Sandquist is a staff nurse at the
University of Washington Medical
Center. James Craig is an associate in the Phelps Dunbar law
firm in Jackson, Miss. He and his
wife, Anita, have an 11-year-old
daughter, Ruth.

Julie Pomante

Wayne Christensen
teaches elementary physical education and
coaches at the high school level
in Rainier, Wash. He was honored
with Washington's
Elementary
Physical Education Teacher of the
Year award in 1988 and has
coached two football teams to the
finals in the Kingdome. In his

class 01"82
Ambassador -

Craig Dander, '83

John and Mary Jane (Martz) Hee
just moved to Salt Lake City after
John was made a major accounts
manager with Energizer. Mary
Jane is busy with their two children: Malia, 6, and Cameron, 1.
In addition
to editing
the
Vladivostok News, Russell Working writes a weekly column for the
Moscow Times (in Russia, not
Idaho).

class 01"83
Ambassador -

FASHIONING
A WINNER
Whitworth Collegegraduates tend to have impact
in all walks of life. That's
certainly true of Robert
Clancey, Ir- '87, who recently had the opportunity to volunteer at the
Miss Universe Pageant as
afashion consultant for a
''Made in Hawaii'fashion
show. At right, Clancey is
pictured with Miss Egypt,
who promised to show
Clancey the pyramids if
he travels to her homeland, which he says he is
planning to do. Miss
Egypt was not available
for comment.
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Craig Dander

Audrey (Wilkerson)
and John
Nickel ('84) were confirmed on
Sunday, March 16, 1997, in the
Episcopal Church in Durham, N.C.
Audrey recently had a poem published in National Poetry Anthologies: Whispers at Dusk. Peter
Mortlock
is a social studies
teacher
at Komachin
Middle
School in the North Thurston
School District in Lacey, Wash.

class 01"84
Ambassador -

to be filled

Scott and Bonnie Jackson moved
to Maple Grove, Minn., three
years ago. He's the manager of
Muffuletta, an Italian restaurant,
and she is attending
nursing
school.

class 01"85
Ambassador -

Kathy Jacobi

Jim Oxyer continues his musical
activities with the chamber ensemble he helped found in 1985.
He's on the board of directors for
the Kentucky Religious Coalition
for Reproductive Choice. A senior
secretary at the Presbyterian Center in Louisville, Ky., Jim works for
the Office of Health Ministries and
the Presbyterian Health, Education and Welfare Association. Lisa
Sem-Rodrigues is a legal assistant and real estate closing assistant at her husband's law firm,
Rodrigues & Mix, in Spokane.
"Most of my free time is spent
chasing after Hayden, age 2, and
Garrison, age 8. Being a mom is
one of my favorite gifts from God, "
said Lisa. Eric Gronseth is a director of resident life, judicial advisor, and coordinator of services
for students with disabilities
at
Pacific University in Forest Grove,
Ore. Byron Wade received his
M. A. in Christian education in
1994,
and his M.Div.
from
Johnson C. Smith Seminary in
1995. He is the pastor at Davie
Street Presbyterian Church in Raleigh, N.C. Susan Lindsay received her M.S. in applied behavior analysis/behavior
disorders
and is a research supervisor for
the Crime and Justice Research
Institute, based in Philadelphia.
She lives in Las Vegas, Nev., and
is evaluating the drug court in Las
Vegas.

dassof'86
Ambassador -

Amanda Paye

David Howell earned a master
of fine arts in creative writing
from the University of Alaska,
Fairbanks, and a Ph.D. in individual interdisciplinary
studies at
Washington State University. He
and his wife, Susan, have a
daughter, Kaitlyn Gayle. He is an
instructional
designer
for
HealthKnowledge Corporation of
Bellevue, and they live on a small
farm on Whidbey Island. Theresa
(Zeorlin)
Lacroix designs web
pages and just bought a house in
Kingwood, Texas. Lt. Col. Eugene
Pi no is stationed at the Marine
Corps Air Ground Combat Center
in Twentynine Palms, Calif.

•

Beetlemaniac:
Anderson designs new bug
s a senior designer at Volkswagen of America's Simi
Valley, Calif., design studio since 1991, Steve Anderson, '88, is getting used to seeing heads turn when he takes
his work home with him, One of his first projects for VW
was the Beetle concept car that made its debut at the 1994
International Auto Show in Detroit. Now, five years later,
the redesigned Beetle is one of the most popular cars to
hit American streets in decades. "It's odd;' Anderson said.
"[The new Beetle] is nothing new to me because I've been
dealing with it for five years. I have to remind myself that
most people out there are just seeing them for the first
time:'
Anderson describes the design process as a "two-anda-half-year roller coaster," but says that given the car's reception, "all of the late nights that went into it were worth
it:' The Beetle project staff included two design team leaders and three other designers. assisted by 12 modelers,
responsible for translating the two-dimensional work into
3-D. Anderson was the only member of the concept car's
principal design team to follow up on the production version in Wolfsburg, Germany. He and his wife, Kerry
(Kwake, '86), took their family to Wolfsburg for six months
in 1996.
The project he's working on now won't hit the streets
until 2005, so Anderson's current job is predicting the
future as well as designing automobiles. Anderson's business and communications
degree from Whitworth helps
as he is asked to "pre-suppose marketing 10 years out."

A

dassof"87
Ambassador -

Amanda Paye, '86

Robert Clancey is known as
"Sharkrnan" in the Kailua, Hawaii,
schools. He does volunteer shark
education and enrichment with
assorted shark props to make
learning fun. Says Rob, "I try to
avoid the blood-and-guts part, but
the kids will always bring it up."
Kevin Baublitz is an associate
professor of English at Fukuoka
University in Japan. irish (Baird)
and Keene "Rick" Kohrt were married on Oct. 4 in Walnut Creek,
Calif. Rebecca Phelps and Steve
Twitchell were married Nov. 29,
1996. Andrew Swift is a public
health nurse, working for the Seattle/King
County Public Health
Department in the newly created
Fostercare
Passport
Program.
Elizabeth (Zirkle) Williams is the

director of the conflict management program in the child development center of the Georgetown
University Medical Center.

class ofSx
10th Reunion Alert: Oct. 3, '98
Homecoming
Ambassador - Stephanie Halton

Keith Reed is a Presbyterian minister in Mt. Laurel, N.J., and is
studying to be a clinical pastoral
education supervisor. He and his
wife, Tracey, have two sons.
Laurena Ketzel-Kerber graduated
with an MBA from NYU's Stern
School of Business and works in
Asia-Pacific region accounts for
AlliedSignal. She is married to a
Presbyterian youth pastor (Keith
Kerber), and they live in Phoenix,
Ariz. Jon Lobdell graduated from
Whitworth again with an MIT; he

Honest, simple, reliable, original - these were the key words
upon which the Volkswagon Concept 1 project was founded.
Above, Steve Anderson, '88, poses with the final product - the
new Beetle.

While it was a B.S. in transportation
design from the Art
Center College of Design in Pasadena that gave him the
tools that he uses every day, Anderson credits his Whitworth experience with preparing him "in terms of teamwork, dealing with people, community, writing and preparing speeches." But, Anderson adds with a laugh, "1 can
still remember times I got into trouble for sketching cars
in class instead of paying attention."

teaches at Connell High School.
Jon, his wife and their two sons

live in Spokane. Cheryl (Sloat)
Dutton and her husband

have
been living in Bethelem on the
West Bank for four years; they
travel across the border daily.

Laurie (Dunlap) and Scott ('89)
Hink moved to Kansas City, Mo.,
for

c.. promotion

scotrs

and transfer

in

job.

class of '89
10th Reunion Alert: Homecoming '99
Ambassador - Tad Wisenor

Ron Rupke has been promoted to
sergeant in the Washington State
Patrol. His wife, LeAnn (Coumbs,
'90), is taking a year's leave of
absence from her teaching position with the Shelton School District to spend time with their fam-

ily.Carolyn (Church) Landel and

husband
Hans have happily
landed back in the Pacific Northwest. She is doing post-doctoral
work at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, and Hans
teaches at North Seattle Commu-

nityCollege.Theyrecentlybought
in Edmonds.
Patty
(Heivilin) and Matt Howard re-

a home

cently bought their first home.
Patty teaches remedial English in
Chehalis and Matt is in sales management in Olympia. Tim and
Noelle (Giffin) Wiersma hope to
return to the Pacific Northwest,
as Noelle is now completing her
doctoral internship at West Virginia University and will be looking for a teaching job. Malia Kaai
is the general manager for the
Hawaii Youth Opera Chorus, sings
professionally and with the Hawaii
Opera Theater chorus and graduated from the University of Hawaii

lorla.!J
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class 01"93
THE AWAY TEAM

Ambassadors Kim (Thompson) and Jeff, '92,
Carlson

Established by its actor namesake in
1996 in conjunction with Amnesty
International,
the Patrick Stewart
Human Rights Scholarship provides
financial resourcesfor students to travel
to other cultures for a summer to work

on human rights projects. One of the
1997 recipients was none other than
Julienne Gage, '95, (third from right

with Stewart and other scholarship
recipients.) Gage used the scholarship to
fund a trip to Central America, where
she worked in ministry in EI Salvador.

with a master's

degree in Pacific

Island Studies in May. Scott Bean
has been ordained and installed
as the associate
pastor
of
Kirkwood Presbyterian Church in
Springfield, Va. Marianne (Deal)
and Dave Stephens have moved
to the Seattle area, where Dave
works for Adobe Systems. Says
Marianne, "After living in various
places around the country, this
feels like home." Susan Estinson
and Doug McLauchlan were married Sept. 1. Susan is a consultant with Price Waterhouse
and
now lives in Chicago after three
years in the New York City area.
Laurie (Bennett)
Gerhardstein
has been called to Covenant Presbyterian
Church in Columbus,
Ohio, as an associate pastor for
youth and missions. She'll be ordained July 13 in Kennewick,
Wash.

class of'90
Ambassador Debbie (Carlson) Roeber
Spain Jingkasjai has been selected one of 20 people to participate in G.E. Capital's Global Leadership Program. He'll be working
in Bangkok, at G.E. Capital's headquarters in Stamford, Conn., and
then in Europe.

class of'91
Ambassador -

Tracy J. Sims

Troy Reit and wife, Melissa, are
in their third year publishing
a
newspaper called TOP in Coulee
Dam, Wash. The newspaper used
to be called That Dam Paper because of where it was published.
Guy Duryee is a manager for technical support in the Federal Way
School District in Fife, Wash. He
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sends "greetings and God's blessings to all Whitworth
alumni."
Kristen Large has been named the
senior executive assistant for the
Colorado Springs World Arena.
She recently took a trip to London,
where she took a short course at
Le Cordon Bleu cooking school.
Suzanne Ramo
has been accepted to the Merola program with
the San Francisco Opera Center.
Chris Winikka is enrolled in the
master in teaching program at
George Fox University. He's hoping to teach in Oregon or Seattle
after graduation this spring. Karin
(Hatch) and Dan Manning have
moved to Sun Valley, Idaho, so that
Dan can be the controller for Scott
USA. Karin works for the sheriff's
office and will be doing some grant
writing. Val Ganir and Ron Knott
recently bought a new house in
Renton. Val is now in sales for
Residence
Inn by MarriottDoubletree,
Seattle. Anne and
Dardo Goranson-Salas live in Hood
River, Ore., and are building their
own home. Anne is an ESL instructor and employment
specialist.
Dardo is a self-employed building
designer. Sheri (Nielsen) Brown is
in her seventh year teaching second grade in Oroville, Wash. She
also coaches junior high volleyball
and basketball and is the mother
of three children:
Nathan,
5,
Chelsea, 3, and Jeremy, 1. Says
Sheri, "We love living in the small
community of Oroville."

class 01"92
Ambassadors Jeff and Kim (Thompson, '93)
Carlson
Chad and Heather Hamasaki were
married in September
1996 in
Honolulu, Hawaii. Mason Marsh

has made a big career change. He
is the ship's steward for the historic tall ship Lady Washington,
based in Gray's Harbor, Wash. An
authentic replica of a 1700s sailing ship, the Lady Washington
sails daily on educational trips.
Mason is responsible for educational programs, media relations
and website maintenance
and
hopes to publish a book of photographs of the ship in the near future. Julia Nickel and Enrique Rolg
were engaged on Oct. 18 in Santa
Barbara, Calif., Paul Morris has
completed his M.S. in mechanical engineering and is working on
Sea Launch, a satellite deployment operation for Boeing.
He
and wife Kim (Kopp) have bought
a new house and are slowly adjusting to the culture shock of
Seattle after moving from Eastern
Washington. Pamela Jacobi is in
her third year of a dual degree program at Princeton Seminary. She
will receive an M.Div. with an M.A.
in youth ministry. Pam is the youth
minister at Hopewell Presbyterian
Church and works with many Whitworth alumni. The marriage of
Kristy (Parsons)
and Monte
McClain on Aug. 30 in San Rafael,
Calif., was a Whitworth affair, with
Derek Richman ('91),
Steve
Watts, ('91). and Paige (Baker)
and Mark Mcllraith participating
in the ceremony. Kara Meissner
is currently working with 4-yearaids (students, not co-workers) at
Overlake
Nursery
School
in
Bellevue. She has finished her
fifth teaching endorsement
and
will receive her continuing certificate soon.

Kristen Moyles has been promoted to full-time reporting assignment editor on the weekends
and fill-in weather anchor at KXLY
in Spokane. She was married on
March 6 "to a wonderful man I
met at work. He's a director at
KXLY named Clint Janson (he went
to Eastern, but we forgive him)."
Kim (Lovitt) and Mike Reynolds
were married on July 5, 1997, in
Portland, Ore. Kim is an assistant director of admissions
at
Whitworth.
Diana van Buren
Lantz was ordained to the ministry of word and sacrament by the
Presbytery on Dec. 7. She is the
interim pastor at the First Presbyterian Church of Warsaw and at
the Presbyterian
Church
of
Fresno, Ohio. Stacy Hammond is
an elementary school counselor
in Spokane. Gary Kinsell Wright
is a program leader for developmentally disabled adults at the
Recreation Center for the Handicapped in San Francisco.
He
hopes to become a case manager
in the near future.
Christine
(Nixon) Johnson lives in Brier,
Wash., where she is working on
her teaching certificate
at City
University.

class of'94
Ambassador -

Wendy Arralde

Andrea (Smith) and Ron Pride
were married in August 1997 in
Montego
Bay, Jamaica.
Amy
Smet and Chris Patton were
joined in marriage in July 1997 in
Spokane. Melissa laRue is a fifth
grade teacher at Lake Spokane Elementary.
She is living with her
family in Chewelah for a year as
she earns her master's degree in
technology in education.
Becki
Truitt teaches the fifth and sixth
grade at Dynamic Christian Academy in Spokane. Brian Neal gracuated from from Princeton Theological Seminary and works with outdoor ministries. Toby Holdridge
finished officer candidate school
for the Coast Guard and is now in
helicopter flight school. Denise
Souza and Ross Finney were married in August, and live in Ashland,
Ore. Jae Ho Gil is a student at Yale
Divinity School and hopes to be
ordained next year by the PCUSA.

Michelle
(Mooney)
and Andy
('95) Robblee have moved to
Newcastle,
Wash. Christopher
Oswald is a Washington state liaison for the National Rifle Association. Hilary Hoffman has been
accepted to the University
of
Washington's MFA program in poetry. Scott Martin is working on
his teacher certification at City
University in Tacoma. He'll be an
elementary school teacher, with
drama as an endorsement.
His
wife, Lisa, teaches AP English at
Bethel High School.

class 01"95
Ambassador

-

Aaron McMurray

Betsey (Broyles) Moe will be attending Fuller Seminary in Pasadena, Calif., in the spring. Her
husband, Eric, completed his
master's degree in trumpet per-

formance at Arizona State University in May. Betsey and Eric are
working together
full time as
church youth workers while Betsey
attends the Fuller Seminary extension in Phoenix. Michael Ashmore
and Courtney Haller are engaged
to be married in 1998. Mitchell
Thomas played Hamlet in February
at
the
University
of
Washington's
professional
actor
training program. Kristi Lonheim
spent four months on a cruise
ship in South America and will
spend the summer working in
Skagway, Alaska. Brooke Lippy is
working on her master's degree
in library science at the University
of North Texas. Todd and Kristen
(Schmidt, '97) Orwig were married on Dec. 20. Todd is an admissions counselor at Whitworth.
Tamara (Knapp) and Richard
Holschen are expecting their first

baby in May. Kris Husby is living
in Salem with Joan Kang and is a
computer analyst for the Oregon
Department
of Transportation.
Jenifer Moreland is enjoying her
work in the development office of
the Santa Fe Opera. She says,
"This opera season will be extremely exciting as we are unveiling a newly remodeled theater!"
Cindy Kohlmann and John Talk
were married Dec. 15. They are
finishing their last semester of
classes at Austin Presbyterian
Theological Seminary and then
going on to internships. Cindy will
be serving a small church in Oklahoma as a solo pastor. Jonathon
Adams will receive a master's in
sports
administration
from
Gonzaga University this May. He'll
be moving to Seattle in June to
pursue a job in either professional
sports or educational athletics ad-

Whitworth
alumna digs
national coaching
award
hen Stacey (Shagool) Ward,
'83, was selected by the national Women's Sports Foundation to
receive one of its Coach of the Year
awards, it was the icing on the cake
of a terrific year. Ward took the Joel
E. Ferris High School (Spokane) volleyball team all the way to the state
tournament,
where they won the
AAAA championship
for the first
time.
Ward, who also teaches AP history
at Ferris, was recently asked which
she prefers, teaching or coaching.
"Coaching," she replied. "You get an
immediate evaluation on how you're
doing."
Ward majored in history and English with a French minor at Whitworth, and she had the likes of Phil
Eaton, Clem Simpson, Robert Duvall
and Pierrette Christianne Lovrien for
instructors. The experience was invaluable. "For me," she says, "Clem
Simpson is the definition of wise. My
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Stacey (Shagool) Ward, '83, led the Ferris
High School (Spokane) volleyball team to
the state AAAA championship for the first
time.

Whitworth professors gave lessons in
life and perspective that serve me
well today. I learned to come prepared. You never walked into Core
150 without having read the assignment."
One of her greatest supporters has
been her husband, Keith, '81. Married
during her junior year, they have
proven to be a great team. She claims
that even in this enlightened age, he
is extraordinary. During volleyball

ministration.
Ed Dapples will attend Montana State University
this fall to do graduate work in geography.

class 01"96
Ambassador

-

Rachel Hornor

Jeremy Ochse and Haley Lynn
Nichols ('97) were married in Spokane on Aug. 2.

class 01"97
Ambassador

-

Sarah Eells

Dave Roth is in the marketing/
public relations department
at
Pierian Spring Software.
He is
partly responsible for updating the
website, which can be found at
http://www.pierian.com.
He lives
in Portland, Ore. Erin Cummings
and Joe Helbling were married recently and live in Spokane.

season, he does more than his share
of cooking, cleaning and housekeeping, including keeping track of sons
Scott, 10, and Brett, 7, while she's at
practice. The whole family attends
almost every game.
But that doesn't mean that Stacey
and Keith always agree professionally. He's the basebali coach at Whitworth, and he, too, holds some
strong opinions about how to approach a game.
Once each year,
Stacey says, they engage in an epic
battle about coaching styles, but
they always manage to put their differences behind them in time for
Stacey to focus her true competitive
spirit on the annual volleyball war
between Ferris and Lewis & Clark.
The citation from the Women's
Sports Foundation
lauds both
Stacey's work in athletics and her
contribution to gender equity. She's
served on district and state committees to bring the state volleyball tournament to Spokane and has worked
closely with the Spokane Education
Association on gender equity issues.
Her students love her, too. As one
said, "She has a random sense ofhumor that keeps the team balanced
and shows she understands kids and
competition."
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Shailesh Ghimire moved to Madi-

son, Wis., in September 1997; he
is an applications engineer at
Nicolet Technologies. Sheila
Maak is an economic developer
with the Peace Corps in Honduras. She helps identify successful business ventures, design mar-

ketable products and select and
train managers, and she has
formed
a chapter
of Junior
Achievement. Lisa Cook is a K-5
learning specialist at West Park

OUf

Elementary
in Hermiston,
Ore.
Says Lisa, "Life is full of new challenges and joys each day." Jon
Ribary started an Internet media
company that designs and hosts
websites and consults for such
companies as NationallSP Verio.

Bill Kaufold has been accepted
to the University of Michigan
School of Public Health, where he
will be pursuing graduate work in
epidemiology.

c1assof'98
Ambassador -

Sarah Rice

Mandy Decious is a special education and resource methods teacher
at Clear Creek Middle School in
Gresham, Ore. Janna Johnson is a
special education teacher and a
learning
specialist
for
the
Hermiston
School District
in
Hermiston, Ore. Susan Martin lives
in Duvall, Wash., and is the Eastern Washington campaign coordina-

man in Saipan

ohn Jenkins ('93, MIT '97) began his
teaching career soon after completing
is master in teaching at Whitworth, and
was given only a week to report. "I was
called to pack my belongings into three
suitcases and leave the country. 1 knew
right away that this was not just a job, but
a calling into ministry - it was a calling
to Micronesia, the Northern Mariana Islands, to the island of Saipan, with fewer
than 60,000 inhabitants.
Few people have heard of the United
States Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands. After Germany's defeat
in WWl, the islands came under Japanese
rule. The Mariana Islands of Saipan,
Tinian and Rota were the sites of WWII
battles, and Tinian is the island from
which planes took off to drop atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. According to Jenkins, many of the people in
the Commonwealth today are contract
laborers from China and the Philippines.
Because the Mariana Islands are a U.S.
Commonwealth, contract laborers are
promised a good American lifestyle. "Yet.
while they expect the conditions and
wages to be much better, some of these
workers are living in shacks and forced
to work 12-18 hours a day for very low
wages."
All of the students in Jenkins' secondgrade class speak English, but for most
it's their second language. Chamorro and
Carolinian are the two major ethnic
groups and languages; both have a Spanish base (from the Spaniards who inhabited the island in the 1600s).
Typhoons are a regular occurrence on
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tor for Congresswoman
Linda
Smith. Becci Curtis is the associate director of youth ministries at
Congregational Presbyterian Church
in Lewiston, Idaho. Andrea Read is
a biological technician in the Colville
National Forest. Lots of 1998 grads
are staying in Spokane: Sharon
Smith is an executive assistant at
Washington
Water Power. Carl
Green is the assistant district superintendent for Northwest District.
Jessica Mongeau is a registered
nurse and works for Sacred Heart
Medical Center. Jeffrey Clemons is
a radiologic technologist for Health
South/Northside
Medical Center.
Rebecca Ebat is a financial advisor at Prudential Securities. Bryce
Morrison is a customer service representative for Guardian Insurance
Agency.

grad student

Teaching second grade in the South Pacific:
John Jenkins, '93.

Saipan. On Oct. 19, Typhoon Joan hit the
Marianas. Jenkins describes what happened; "During this particular typhoon,
my roommate and I sat playing cards by
candlelight and cooked pancakes on a
camp stove while the winds and rain were
whirling outside at 150 miles per hour."
There are no street names and no addresses in Saipan, only post office boxes.
When forms are filled out asking for addresses, a blank space is left at the bottom to draw a map. Obviously. Saipan
has caused Jenkins his share of culture
shock. But, he explains, "My calling into
the Micronesian culture does not demand me to work to change the systems
or the cultural makeup, but instead to
work with children - to see each child
that I work with as a human being in need
of the same love and acceptance that was
given to me."

not.es

Sue Artman is a special education teacher at Finch Elementary
School
in Spokane.
Rusty
Barnett is a vocational rehabilitation specialist at Spokane Mental Health. Diane Brennan is a
school outreach counselor at Deaconess Medical Center. Mike
Crabtree, principal at Regal Elementary
School, received an
award as Elementary Principal of
the Year. Susan Dukart teaches
special education in Fairfield, Calif. Thomas Gresch married Gina

Rae Druffel on July 12, 1997.
Anna Kenney was accepted into
a Ph.D. psychology
program
through the Saybrook Institute in
San Francisco. Sharon Nacarrato
and her husband, Jay, are pleased
to announce the birth of their son,
Matthew Laurence, born January
20. Brian Schmidt married Janet
Marie
McCann
on Aug. 22.
Nathan Sitton and his wife, Rochelle, are the proud parents of a
baby girl, Mikaela Karin, born in
November. Gary Garvin began a
Christian counseling practice at
Cornerstone Psychologists.

Send Class Notes
submissions

via e-mail:

alumni@whitworth,edu
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Core 650 Tours in 1999
Continuing education opportunities for alumni, parents and friends

A

veteran

of two decades

of France study

tours, longtime Whitworth English Professor
Leonard Oakland

many Parisians

knows Paris better than

do. This trip to Oakland's

favorite

city is organized around literary themes from French
novels of the 19th century:
Paris and Les Miserables,

Hugo's Notre Dame de
Balzac's Le Pere Goriot,

and the works of George Sand.
You will visit ...
Notre Dame Cathedral
Musee Rodin
The Louvre
Eiffel Tower
Musee d'Orsay
Pere Lachaise Cemetery
Musee Carnavalet (Parisian history)
Musee de la Vie Romantique

The estimated cost of $2,700
includes round-trip airfare from
Seattle, accommodations, two
meals per day, all group entry
fees, and Metro transportation.
Price assumes double occupancy. Single occupancy rates
available upon request. This program is limited to 30 participants, so reserve your place now
by sending a $300 deposit per
person to the Whitworth College
Alumni Office. The balance is

Also:
Monet's
Chartres

Garden at Giverny
Cathedral

due 3/1/99.

Arizona Cactus League: "The Thrill of the Grass"

~Jo;ap,~::o~:::,~,::~'f,~:r:~m~:~~,~::'
,", 999
estimated
cost of $850 includes
round-trip airfare from Seattle
or Spokane, accommodations,
two meals per day, all group entrances

restaurant aficionado Ross Cutter and his patient wife, Shirley, on this
five-day/five-night odyssey to greater Phoenix/Scottsdale.
Warm sun, good food, real grass infields and intelligent
discussion will round out this immersion in the sights
and sounds of pre-season major league baseball. We
will attempt to see five different games in five different

and baseball game tickets. and ground
transportation. For the ground portion of the
tour only (sans airfare). the estimated cost is
$600. Price assumes double occupancy.
Single occupancy rates available upon

parks. Each game will be followed by dinner at a Ross Cutterrecommended dining establishment.

request. This program is limited to 20
participants, so reserve your place
now by sending a $150 deposit per
person to the Whitworth College
Alumni Office.The balance
is due 1/1/99.

For more information about either of these Core 650 tours,
call Tad Wisenor at the Alumni Office, 1-800-532-4668 or
(509) 777-4401.
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The whitworth fun~
Each year more than 5,000 alumni, parents, friends, churches, businesses and foundations make a Whitworth College
education possible for deserving srudents by giving to The Whitworth Fund. When you contribute to The Whitworth
Fund, you provide needed support for student aid and scholarships as well as faculty development and instructional
resources. In other words, your tax-deductible gift to The Whitworth Fund helps ensure both the excellence and the
affordabilityof
a Whitworth College education of the mind and heart.

Annual C;iyinB ~tVtIJ
Founder's Gold Society
Founder's Society
Warren Circle

President's Club
Hardwick Associates

Campanile Club
Pine Club

$25,000 and up
$10,000 to $24,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$1,000 to $4,999
$500 to $999
$250 to $499
$1 to $249

For more information, or to make a pledge or

a gift toward the 1998-99 Whirworth Fund
goal of$1 ,350,000,pleasecall,write or e-mail:

TIlt

Wbitft)7f,~d
300 West Hawthorne Road
Spokane, WA 99251
1-800-532-4668
(509) 777-4447
whitfund@whitworth.edu

